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Abstract

The advances of personal computing devices and the prevalence of high-speed Internet ac-
cess have pushed video streaming services into a new era. One of its representative examples
is crowdsourced livecast services where numerous amateur broadcasters lively stream their
video contents to viewers around the world. For video service providers, processing these
multimedia contents is inherently resource-intensive, time-consuming, and consequently ex-
pensive. The demand for low latency to guarantee interactivity in these emerging services
further challenges the prevalent cloud-based solutions. In this thesis, we start by revealing
the potentials of offering cost-effective low-latency video services both at the cloud and
the edge side through analyzing the traces collected from real-world applications. We then
examine the feasibility of an instance subletting service at the cloud side, where idle cloud
resources can be traded. The performance of such a service is examined from both theo-
retical and practical perspectives. To satisfy the low-latency requirement in the emerging
interaction-rich video services, we propose a crowd transcoding solution, which fully relies
on powerful users to finish transcoding. To further improve the stability of such a distributed
computing system, we then propose a cloud-crowd collaborative solution, which combines
redundant end viewers with the cloud to perform video processing tasks cost-effectively.
Novel probabilistic auction mechanisms are designed to facilitate this solution with desir-
able economic properties guaranteed.

Keywords: Cloud computing; Edge computing; Multimedia; Resource allocation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cost-effective Vidoe Service Provisioning

The advances of personal computing devices and the prevalence of high-speed Internet
access have generated unprecedented amount of video traffic. Global Internet based traffic
is expected to reach 4.8 ZB by 2022 [11]. Among this, videos are the dominant data format,
which stand for 82% of all consumer Internet traffic. Specifically, live video, contributed
by the emerging crowdsourced live streaming services, is becoming the prominent video
format chosen by users to share their lives with the world. Live videos will account for
17 percent of video traffic by 2022 and will have increased 15-fold from 2017 to 2022 [11].
In the crowdsourced live streaming services, numerous amateur broadcasters lively stream
their video contents to viewers around the world every second, every where. Fellow viewers
watching the same channel constantly interact with each other and the channel broadcaster
through chatting messages. Twitch TV, one of the most successful examples, hosted over two
million broadcasters per month and supported 9.7 million daily active viewers in 2016 [85].

Video service providers need to transcode same video content, either VoD or live videos,
into different quality versions and distribute the appropriate version to better match the
varying network conditions of end users and provide the best possible user experience [62].
These transcoding tasks are CPU-intensive and require significant hardware. Cloud thus
becomes a natural choice for most providers to conduct such compute-intensive transcoding
tasks due to its elasticity and the “pay-as-you-go" billing model. For example, Netflix builds
its whole video transcoding and delivering infrastructure in the cloud [12]. After acquired
by Amazon, Twitch has also finished its migration of online chatting servers to the AWS in
2016 and keep expanding its server capacity to meet the transcoding demand.

However, the cost of cloud-based video processing is still high in that the massive num-
ber of videos need to be processed and current cloud-based solution is not efficient when
facing temporally varying video workloads. The massive number of concurrent live channels,
heterogeneous source contents and device configurations of end users in the interactive live
streaming services generate a substantial amount of transcoding tasks. For example, overall
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Twitch hosted over 2 million unique monthly broadcasters in 2017, and 355 billion minutes
of livecast has been watched. These video contents all has to be transcoded first before they
are consumed by the viewers. As a result, even a cloud-based approach becomes signifi-
cantly expensive. Real-world service providers such as Twitch TV only provide transcoding
services to a small portion of premium broadcasters, and only extend this service to normal
broadcasters when there is extra capacity.

On the other hand, despite the fact that video service providers, as cloud users, are
busy scaling up and out their rented cloud instances to meet their demands, the resource
utilization of their instances is far from being efficient. This inefficiency, in turn, incurs
extraneous expenditure to them. For example, Netflix reported one of its Amazon EC2
clusters had reserved 5x more instances overnight to support peak-time services; during
off-peak times, more than 1500 3.4xlarge EC2 instances are mostly unused [3], translating
into almost $2000 unnecessary costs per hour [1]. In general, instance underutilization can
occur in both temporal and spatial domains [32]. In the former case, it occurs when cloud
users purchase instances for a fixed amount of time (i.e., the billing cycle, ranging from
minutes to years) but make no use of them during certain time intervals. As a matter
of fact, in reality, video providers usually choose long-term cloud instances, a.k.a reserved
instances to save cost and guarantee resource provisioning. The latter may happen when
the users are running workloads with heterogeneous demands on various resources (e.g.,
CPU becomes underutilized when running memory-bound applications).

Jointly solving instance underutilization in both spatial and temporal domains is chal-
lenging for both users and cloud providers. Existing studies have focused on dynamically
provisioning cloud resources [100][103], an approach that allows customized instance types
to mitigate underutilization in the spatial domain only. Fine-grained pricing schemes have
also been investigated in academia [54] and adopted by some cloud providers (e.g., Mi-
crosoft Azure), in which instances are billed in a shorter time interval. Users in turn can
timely turn off their underutilized instances to avoid extra charges. It unfortunately pre-
cludes users from purchasing long-term instances with significant price discounts from the
wholesale market of the cloud providers [2].

Considering the great potential of underutilized instances owned by cloud users, like Net-
flix example we mentioned before, Instance subletting service has been suggested [22][14],
which allows sporadic users to sublet their underutilized instances to others in need. If
carefully designed, this service can make instance owners monetize their underutilized in-
stances without introducing unnecessary downtime, and meanwhile make other users or
users within same organization enjoy low-cost and high-quality computing resources. Being
a complement and extension to the current cloud market, it has great potentials towards
building an efficient and sustainable cloud ecosystem.

In addition to the low utilization of the resources and high cost of processing these
videos, the requirement on streaming latency in the interactive environment created by the
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emerging crowdsourced applications is even more stringent, as high latency severely affects
the viewer-broadcaster, and viewer-viewer interactive experience [98]. While the cloud server
may be far away from the live source, which inevitably causes higher streaming latency. We
thus want to seek more cost-efficient, low-latency solutions to provision compute resources
to better serve these videos.

Edge computing is an architecture that uses a collaborative multitude of end-user clients
or near-user edge devices to carry out a substantial amount of storage or computational
workload [25]. It is a complementary component of cloud computing by extending the cloud
computing paradigm to the network edges. While cloud is still the mainstream choice for
deploying large-scale virtual infrastructure, centralized datacenter-based cloud is now mi-
grating toward a hybrid mode with edge assistance [86]. Looking deeper into these crowd-
sourced livecast service (CLS) platforms, we observe the abundant computational resources
residing in edge viewers. Advanced processors (e.g., Intel i7), powered with dedicated video
transcoding core like Intel Quick Sync, are becoming the main stream setting for desktops,
especially among high-end game devices. According to Steam, 50% of its PCs have 4 physical
CPUs; 8.93% of processors operate at 3.7 GHz and above; 74.76% of PCs runs DirectX 12
GPUs [10]. The computing power of mobile devices is increasing even more surprisingly, like
Apple’s newly released A10 Fusion chip achieves close to workstation-level performance in
the single-thread situation [8]; Google leverages mobile devices to run text recommendation
training in its Gboard app [68]. As a successful game-oriented CLS provider, 65% of Twitch
viewers come from desktop computers [84]. Even if we only focus on its high end devices, the
transcoding performance of these devices (e.g., i7 4 GHz, 4 cores, 16 GB, built-in GPU with
Intel QuickSync) is already comparable to, sometimes even better than, compute-optimized
instances (e.g., c4.8xlarge ) in the public cloud [7]. In addition, unlike traditional live
streaming services where viewers of popular streams tend to be evenly distributed [64], geo-
distribution of viewers for a specific broadcaster is highly skewed (48% of broadcasters have
their viewers totally in the same province/state [66]) in our studied CLS platform. Since
most viewers that consume a channel are located in the same region as the broadcaster,
allowing local viewers to transcode streams will greatly reduce the communication distance
from broadcasters to viewers. Inspired by this observation and the massive viewer base in
these services, combining these viewers (crowd) with the cloud to do transcoding seems to
be a promising solution.

However, several challenges need to be handled in both cloud subletting and cloud-crowd
transcoding solutions. In the cloud subletting services, A core issue is to allocate limited
instances to be sublet efficiently and determine the trading price accordingly. An auction
appears to be a natural candidate due to its efficiency in allocating scarce resources and
its capability in deciding the market-based prices [104][102]. Instance subletting, however,
presents a series of new challenges that are yet to be addressed in the existing auction
designs. Previous auctions make decisions given a static known supply and only deal with
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the online arrival of bidders [100][103][45]. In instance subletting, given the dynamic arrivals
of underutilized instances, the supply of auction is largely unknown and fluctuates, too. In
addition, instances cannot stay in the market forever. These instances also have distinct
deadlines for subletting, after which they will be reclaimed by their original owners. As
such, these extra time constraints also need to be dealt with in auction. Furthermore, by
allowing multiple users to share a single instance, instances are no longer traded as the
classical one-to-one exchange, but many-to-one exchange, which makes the pricing of co-
located requests even more challenging.

In the cloud-crowd collaborative computing case, since transcoding inevitably costs ex-
tra power and bandwidth consumption, viewers’ willingness to take on such tasks varies
from person to person. Though we notice the formation of channel-oriented online commu-
nities, involving these viewers into taking computational intensive transcoding tasks still
needs much stronger incentives to guarantee eventual performance. Thus we recruit quali-
fied viewers to take on these tasks and incentivize them with monetary rewards. Providing
this incentive in a cost-efficient way requires the valuations of viewers for taking these tasks,
which unfortunately are private and depend on their own profiles in most cases. In addition,
even if they accept these tasks, their uncertainty in completing the tasks presents another
challenge since viewers may not guarantee continuous transcoding for the whole live session
or fail to complete the task due to their heterogenous computing power. Furthermore, quan-
tifying these uncertain behaviours may require private information which creates cost as
well; namely, this uncertainty information is also private. The heterogeneity and uncertainty
of viewers as well as their private status all present serious challenges in viewer selection
and pricing.

1.2 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we start by revealing the potentials of offering cost-effective low-latency video
services both at the cloud and edge side through analysing traces from Google, Twitch, and
Yinke. We then present an instance subletting service at the cloud side to allow idle cloud
resource trading. We systematically examine the instance subletting service from both theo-
retical and practical perspectives [107][106]. We start by revealing that the algorithmic side
of our auction in the secondary market for subletting is a unique multiple multi-dimensional
knapsack problem (MMKP)1 that has yet to be addressed in existing auction mechanisms.
We present an online auction mechanism with a carefully designed pricing function based
on the real-time availability of resource usage. We show that the solution provides the best
provable competitive ratio with static supply, and guarantees truthfulness and individual

1MMKP solely refers to multiple multi-dimensional knapsack problem in this paper, not multiple-choice
multi-dimensional knapsack problem used in some application scenarios.
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rationality simultaneously. Large scale simulations driven by real traces demonstrate that
our solution can achieve significant performance gains in social welfare and cost. We then
extend our algorithms to the dynamic supply scenario, where the supply of the underutilized
instances in our system also changes over time. We improve our mechanisms by incorporat-
ing a discount strategy to mimic the effect of the earliest deadline first policy in real-time
scheduling without sacrificing other economic properties. We further discuss the practi-
cal issues and demonstrate an EC2 based prototype implementation, which offers seamless
and low-overhead operation thanks to the latest containerization techniques (Docker [4] in
particular).

To satisfy the low-latency requirement, we further propose a crowd transcoding solution
to allow viewers in the system to accomplish the transcoding tasks [108]. We designed
an efficient data-driven threshold to filter out unstable viewers. Budget-constrained task
assignment algorithms are then proposed for both offline and online scenarios.

To further offer reliable services, we devise redundancy strategies accordingly to different
workload types. To pass the asymmetric information barrier in cost and uncertainty, we
incorporate their statistical descriptions into our bidding language, design truthful auctions
to recruit stable viewers and reward them with the right amount of incentive [109]. The
mapping we present from our studied social welfare maximization problem to the min-cost
flow problem not only guarantees optimal social efficiency but also is capable of absorbing
different capacity requirements. We prove that our designed mechanisms guarantee social
efficiency, incentive compatibility, and individual rationality in expectation.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction of resource allocation, pricing, and the differ-
ences of mechanism design, taking auction as an example, to classical game theory.

• Chapter 3 begins with the related work in providing low cost or high utilized cloud.
It then presents the system model and problem formulation for a promising instance
subletting services, where auction is used for price determination and resource alloca-
tion. Mechanisms are designed specifically for the static supply and dynamic supply
situation in such a service.

• Chapter 4 presents a fully crowd solution to provide low cost transcoding services
without violating the budget constraint.

• Chapter 5 presents a cloud-crowd solutions, where both cloud and redundant crowd
are used to mitigate uncertainty. Novel mechanisms are designed to incorporate this
uncertainty and guarantee economic properties.
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• Chapter 6 summarizes our works, presents the lessons learned and pinpoints several
interesting future directions.
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Chapter 2

Preliminary

2.1 Resource Allocation and Pricing

Capacity and demand keep fighting with each other, determining how the services are
provided. If there is always extra capacity, we can then adopt the most simplified approach
to arrange resources so that the quality of services since congestion and delay is no longer
a problem. But in most cases, even if the cloud service provider keeps adding capacity
into its existing datacenter, the capacity is still behind the demand. It is also not efficient
to prepare resources for the peak demand only. To efficiently use the limited resources,
dedicated control measures need to be taken.

Pricing is intertwined with resource allocation in system design because current resource-
consumption based pricing is particularly sensitive to how the cloud system utilizes its
resources. Researchers in [92] identifies the importance of pricing in distributed system
design and points out that optimizing profit from the provider’s perspective may lead to
sub-optimal system throughput.

Resource allocation problem usually can be formulated as the following optimization
problem [71]:

max
∑
r

Ur(xr), Rx ≤ c (2.1)

Normally, the problem strives to maximize certain objection function as a function of
the allocation decision xr. Tasks have resource constraints and the system has a capacity.
The amount of resources a task eventually allocated (R) should not exceed the resource
capacity C. Other constraints like placement constraint, budget constraint, QoS constraint
are also possible. Placement constraint could be the specific kernel version or hardware
architecture. This requirement arises because deep down there is heterogeneity in machines
in the clusters or from the need for application optimization [78]. When we consider the
market aspect, tasks can further have budget constraints. Different application types, like
streaming applications, may also have specific QoS constraints to ensure their performance.
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Fairness is a common goal of a scheduler in resource sharing clusters. Researchers work
on policies to determine the fair share for each job or queues. Resource allocation follows first
come first serve, a finished task will free its allocated resources, and these freed resources are
then allocated to the waiting tasks in the queue to make sure that their allocated amount
is the fair amount. Queues operating at the fair share or lower than fair share is not pre-
emptive. For one dimension resources, there are also two types of fairness definitions: basic
fairness where all players get an equitable share of resources is applicable when all players
hold the same preference level towards the resources. The other type is extended fairness,
cloud computing involves multiple types of resources. Thus the definition of fairness in
multi-dimensional cases also varies [55] [46]. Existing cloud services, especially IaaS, still
treat computing resources as a unidimensional resource, without allowing users to customize
their VMs. These two approaches require different approaches.

How to define fairness in the multi-dimensional settings has been extensively studied in
recent years due to the demand from the cloud computing scenarios. The seminal work [44]
assumes the admission decision has been made, it strives to reach fairness and strategy-proof.
Existing works on fairness assume jobs all follow a fixed pricing scheme and only consider
fairness allocation. Researchers in [55] presents two sets of functions unifying efficiency and
fairness together. Users can modify the parameter in the designed fairness functions to
match their own efficiency-fairness tradeoff levels. The efficiency studied in this paper is the
sum of all dominant share resources gained by all users. It assumes the knowledge of utility
function and did not try to elicit it from users. In an auction, social efficiency is specially
considered as we will see in the next section.

The resource allocation problem naturally comes with an economical interpretation,
especially in linear programming scenarios. The following presents the formulation of the
resource allocation problem in its simplest form, followed by its dual problem. [79].

max
∑
i

cixi,
∑
i

ai,jxi ≤ bj (2.2)

min
∑
j

bjyj ,
∑
j

ai,jyj ≥ ci (2.3)

where dual variable y can be interpreted as marginal value of resource i in production
economy. We choose an item only if its hidden value is greater than its cost as stated
in the constraint. While the connection between the pricing and allocation seems really
straighforward in single dimension scenario, their connection becomes much more difficult
to find especially when additional application-specific constraints. like budget constraints
are added.
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2.2 Mechanism Design: Auction as an Example

Auction is a branch of mechanism design, which serves as an integral part of modern microe-
conomics. Auction has a long history and even starts long before the formalisation of game
theory. It is arguably the most successful application of game theory in the real world, and
is widely used in selling antiques, houses, construction projects, spectrum, etc. The majority
of game theory focuses on analysing the existence of equilibrium assuming the full complete
information of all players. In contrast, an auction is used in the incomplete information
scenario, namely, all players in the game only have knowledge of its payoff function without
knowing that of others, so called private valuation. This uncertainty regarding values is an
inherent feature of auctions and brings a substantial difference in how players in the auction
play this game. Accompanied by it is the introduction of signalling, namely, what kind of
information will each player reveal to others. This signal decision usually includes in a bid.
Based on some assumptions in the distribution of signals or bids, auction theory studies
whether equilibrium exists in an auction and how to reach this equilibrium.

There are two roles in an auction: bidder and auctioneer. Depending on the design
of auction, bidders can be buyers or sellers or both, and submit bids to the auctioneer.
Auctioneer collects these bids and makes two types of actions based on the rules designed by
the system designer: allocation rules and payment rules. An allocation rule determines who
will get the item of all collected bids. The payment rule determines how much this winner
has to pay out of all collected bids. Based on the direct revelation principle, the designer just
needs to design mechanisms to ask for users to directly report their private value. A good
auction design also desires several properties: incentive compatibility, individual rationality,
social efficiency, revenue maximization. Incentive compatibility means that the expected
payoff of a bidder telling the truth is at least greater or equal to the expected payoff of a
bidder reporting otherwise. Individual rationality means that the expected payoff of a user
winning the auction is at least zero, which guarantees the incentive for the player to join
the auction. Social efficiency guarantees that the eventual allocation maximizes the sum of
all utility of all players. We also call such mechanism as an efficient mechanism. Revenue
maximization guarantees that the eventual allocation maximizes the received payment of
all players. We call such a mechanisms as an optimal mechanism.

In addition to auction approach, other approaches including nash bargaining solutions
[96], dynamic pricing [53] [90], negotiation [16], shapley value [23] etc. have also been used in
determine price and resource allocation. Recognizing benefit of price in allocating resources,
the work in [53] combines dynamic pricing with inter-datacenter bandwidth allocation, tar-
geting at maximizing social welfare. Shapley value in the cooperative game theory can also
be used to determine the price and reach a sense of fairness, as opposed to auction. Re-
searchers in [23] uses multi-dimensional bin-packing to maximize social welfare, then apply
shapely value to split the social welfare determining the price for the buyers. Fairness and
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other strategic manipulations, other than truthfulness can be guaranteed. It is not strategy-
proof, instead it provides proximate fairness guarantees and shows a way to determine the
allocation [23].
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Chapter 3

Cloud Instance Subletting for
Resource Utilization Optimization

3.1 Background and Related Work

In IaaS cloud computing, most of the current IaaS providers view the commodity unit as a
single VM, in that the users just need to tell how many VMs it wants. This further combines
with the time dimension. Users are charged by the per-hour fees (changed to per-minute
basis in 2017 for on-demand Amazon AWS instances). Existing IaaS providers also provide
several types of low-cost instance options other than their regular instances1 to attract cost-
conscious users. This pricing advantage is usually accompanied with constrained instance
capability, which are further realized in two ways: (1) low-cost instances are interruptible
and can be reclaimed by the provider at its will, like spot instances in EC2 and preemptible
instances in Google Compute Engine (GCE). (2) low-cost instances are configured with
small base capacity only and can burst to higher capacity opportunistically, like burstable
instances2 in GCE. Instance subletting services discussed in this paper are implemented
using market-based auction mechanism and offers a different SLA in both time and spatial
dimensions compared with existing instance options, making it a complementary part to
the existing cloud market. For example, unlike preemptive spot instances, instance sublet-
ting services offer nonpreemptive instances where accepted instances are guaranteed to run
without interruption during its requested period. Unlike small sized burstable instances,
instances in instance subletting services have larger base capacity. The difference in these
two service models fundamentally separates target user groups and presents new theoret-
ical challenges in resource allocation. Fig.3.1 presents a more intuitive illustration to our
design space and the position of our sublettable instance in it. In addition, as the first large
scale attempt in applying market-based pricing on preemptible VM provisioning, pricing

1On-demand and reserved instances

2f1-micro instances in GCE get 0.2 of a vCPU and can burst up to a full vCPU for short periods.
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in spot instance has been discovered to be not truly market-driven [13], which can induce
complex strategic behaviour (e.g., untruthful bidding) of users. We strive to design auction
mechanisms where truthful bidding is the dominant strategy for all users.

Attracted by the low cost of existing spot instances and reserved instances, novel cloud
services complementing current cloud ecosystem have also become a focal point of the
recent academic literature. Brokerage is a popular approach that takes benefit of reserved
instances [50][93]. Wei et al. [93] propose to use a broker to resale the reserved instance
bought from the cloud provider to the users. They focus on making reservation decisions
at the supply side to reduce the total cost of a broker. Qiu et al.[76] study the interaction
between private clouds and a broker, and formulate the trading problem as a Stackelberg
game, which deprives the pricing power of the users. Yi et al. [97] incorporate fulfilment
ratio requirements of batch jobs to maximize the revenue of the provider. Other works try
to exploit spot instances through building a platform from a system’s perspective without
taking pricing issues and strategic behaviours into consideration [34][82]. Some preliminary
results on subletting services have been presented with the focus only on the static supply
situation. We study a more realistic scenario with the dynamic supply case and also examine
the feasibility of subletting services from the practical perspective.

A large group of cloud providers, including the 5th IaaS provider Rackspace and some
small niche cloud providers like, VPS.NET 3, still offer on-demand instances in an hourly
rate or even longer. Users’ continuous attraction to the personalized services provided there
and the fear of vendor lock-in all make these users possible sources for the instance subletting
service. The supply of our service is not restricted to on-demand instances only, rather any
type of instances with explicit leasing period can come to our service. For example, reserved
instances usually need commitment in 1 or 3 years. The marketplace for reserved instances
trades instances in the unit of month, which are still too coarse for exploiting hourly or
even minutely fluctuations.

Most of the previous literature focuses on studying dynamic resource provisioning from
a single cloud service provider’s perspective [100][103][102]. As one of the early works, Zhang
et al. [99] propose an online auction mechanism for allocating a single type of resource in the
cloud. Zhang et al. [102] further study the multi-dimensional resource provisioning prob-
lem. They consider the operation cost in this model, and design deterministic/randomized
auction mechanisms to maximize social welfare and revenue. These works assume that the
service provider has a static resource capacity on the supply side and consider at most the
online arrival of instance requests. For multi-dimensional scenarios, they consolidate mas-
sive resources into a monolithic resource pool without either distinguishing the underlying
barriers between different servers or considering the actual request placement process. While
the computing resources in our system are contributed by distributed sporadic users, even

3VPS.NET: https://www.vps.net/
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Preemptable Non-preemptable
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subletting
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Figure 3.1: Design space and the position of sublettable instance: Maximum achievable
capacity ∈ {High,Medium,Low}. SI for EC2 spot instances, PI for GCE preemptable
instances, OI for on-demand intances, and BI for GCE burstable instance.

the resource capacity can be dynamically changing which increases the challenge in auction
design further [19]. In addition, we can no longer ignore the underlying instance barrier to
place the requests like before. Otherwise, severe resource fragmentation problems occurs to
indivisible instances, leaving the system useless.

3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

3.2.1 System Model

The instance subletting service can be implemented either in the major IaaS market or in
a secondary market operated by another third-party platform. In the former,IaaS users can
directly purchase sublettable instances offered by the major cloud provider. They can also
purchase instances, e.g., on-demand or reserved instances from the existing cloud markets,
e.g., Amazon EC2, and sublet them in another secondary market, if in the latter case. In the
instance subletting service, IaaS users purchase instances from cloud markets. As mentioned
earlier, instances can be underutilized in the temporal and/or spatial domains. In order to
allow them to compensate for their investment and increase utilization further, any users
with underutilized instances can sublet and monetize their instances. The instance sublet-
ting service can be implemented either in the major IaaS market or in a secondary market
operated by another third-party platform. In the former, IaaS users can directly purchase
sublettable instances offered by the major cloud provider. They can also purchase instances,
e.g., on-demand or reserved instances from the existing cloud markets, e.g., Amazon EC2,
and sublet them in another secondary market, if in the latter case. As mentioned earlier,
instances can be underutilized in the temporal and/or spatial domains. In order to allow
them to compensate for their investment and increase utilization further, any users with
underutilized instances can sublet and monetize their instances. We assume there areM in-
stances for sublet in this market. Each instance consists of R types of resources (e.g., CPU,
memory). We index each type of resources in an instance as r where r ∈ R. The capacity
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of resource r in an instance j ∈ M is denoted as Crj . Each instance j joins the market at
time T js and has a deadline T jddl for sublet, after which the instance will be collected back
to its owner.

We strive to design practical mechanisms for our instance subletting service. Especially,
from the perspective of mechanism design, we need to find a balance between the complexity
for users to obtain instances and the efficiency for a provider in allocating instances. Even
after we choose auctions as our trading mechanism, we still want to minimize the number of
involving parties in the trading process, e.g., bid collection, accounting, and fully maximize
resource utilization. For rational subletters within a single subletting instance market, any
further incomes towards their underutilized instances would compensate for their loss due
to underutilization and correspondingly reduce their cost of ownership. Joining this market
thus becomes the dominant strategy. The payment policy for the subletters then becomes
orthogonal to our one-sided auction design. Situations may change when we have multiple
subletting service providers. Subletters therein start to gain more bargaining power and
have the need to further increase their payoffs by leveraging this competition. Under these
situations, double auction may become reasonable as service providers try to shift some
power towards the subletter side to encourage participation. However, the utilization under
such conditions could be worse since some possible allocations may be hindered by the
mismatch in bid value between the subletters and the buyers. Therefore, in this paper, to
improve the utilization and reduce the complexity in the implementation, we adopt one-
sided forward auctions.

In our one-sided auction, the instance subletting service provider acts as an auctioneer
selling these M instances to N buyers through auctions. Fig.3.2 provides an overview of
this auction market. Each buyer i ∈ N comes to the market at time tis and acts as a bidder
bidding for an instance to meet its computing demand. This demand is specified from two
aspects: resource configuration for its intended instance, and the minimum running time for
this instance, denoted as < ~dri , ti > where r ∈ R. Each buyer i then attaches a bid valued at
bi along with its requirement < ~dri , ti >. These bids are sent to the auctioneer. Since each
bid corresponds to a request of a bidder, we use bid and request interchangeably in this
paper.

After receiving a bid i, the auctioneer decides immediately whether to accept this bid
or not, and the amount of price pi this bid should be charged if accepted. Buyers behind
the accepted bids will be allocated to the instance as specified in their bid. The minimum
running time requirement ti turns into a service level agreement (SLA) between the service
provider and this buyer i. To be specific, our instance subletting service provider commits
to make this instance available to this buyer within the bid-defined running time ti without
interruption. This commitment applies separately to each accepted bid.

In addition, the winning buyer i pays the corresponding price pi to the auctioneer. We
denote the private valuation of buyer i for having its intended instance as vi. The utility
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Figure 3.2: Auction market in our instance subleting system

of a buyer i follows commonly used quasi-linear utility form, which in turn is defined as
ui = vi − pi if this buyer wins this instance with price pi, and zero otherwise. Since we
are studying a strategic environment, buyers in such environment may choose to misreport
their bids other than their true valuation to improve their utility; truthfulness becomes the
cornerstone in a well-managed auction. It is crucial because only after eliciting the true
valuation from the buyers can a mechanism achieves social efficiency. In addition, a buyer’s
utility should be non-negative to guarantee their incentive to join the auction, known as
individual rationality in the auction theory. We present the formal definitions of these three
goals in the following:

Definition 1. An auction achieves truthfulness if the dominant strategy for each player in
the auction is to report its true valuation. Namely, reporting its true valuation generates
the optimal utility: u(vi) ≥ u(bi),∀bi 6= vi.

Definition 2. An auction achieves individual rationality if the utility of the selected player
is non-negative, namely, u(bi) ≥ 0.

Definition 3. An auction achieves social efficiency if the sum of utilities of all players and
auctioneers are maximized.

As can be seen, our instance subletting service only involves buyers directly participating
in the auction in order to minimize users’ effort to devise complex bidding mechanisms for
their instances and maximize resource utilization. Correspondingly, since this is a one-sided
auction, social welfare naturally is the sum of utilities of buyers and the utility of the
auctioneer (also acts as the seller with online supply contributed by the subletting users).
Social welfare becomes the sum of valuations of all buyers after the prices cancelled out.
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Table 3.1: Table of notation

Symbol Description
M number of instances
N number of requests
R total types of resources
Crj capacity of resource r in instance j

Lr, Ur Lower and upper bound of per unit valuation for resource r
L, U Lower and upper bound of Lr, Ur across all resources
ti minimum requested time of bid i
tis start time of request i
tmin time unit in dynamic case
T jddl sublet deadline for instance j
dri demand of resource type r in a bid i
vi valuation of bid i
λr,j marginal price of resource r in instance j
zrj usage ratio of resource r in instance j
pi charging price for request i
ui utility of request i

Notice that the cost for the users to sublet their underutilized instances is the monetary
cost determined once they purchase these instances. This cost becomes constant once they
determined their own usage time and decide to join the subletting service to monetize their
underutilized instances. Important notations are summarized in Table. 3.1 for clarity.

3.2.2 Auction in the Secondary Market: Problem Formulation

The implementation of the instance subletting system involves challenges from both the
theoretical and the practical sides. We first examine its theoretical aspect. We start from
analyzing its offline scenario with all the information available in advance, and focus on
maximizing social welfare of the system, which is defined as the sum of utilities of all
buyers and auctioneer, to ensure system-wide efficiency and stability. We introduce a binary
variable xi,j , which equals 1 if a request i is allocated to instance j or equals 0 if this request
is rejected by our system. In the offline situation, our problem can be formally formulated
as follows:
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max
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈M

xi,jvi (3.1)

s.t.
∑
j∈M

xi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.2)

∑
i∈N

drixi,j ≤ Crj ,∀r ∈ R,∀j ∈M (3.3)

tixi,j ≤ T jddl − t
i
s, ∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈M (3.4)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} (3.5)

Under truthful bidding, we have the objective value as
∑
i

∑
j xi,jbi. Constraint (3.2)

indicates that each user request can only be allocated to one instance; Constraint (3.3)
indicates that the total requests allocated on an instance cannot consume more resources
than the capacity of this instance in all resource types; and Constraint (3.4) indicates
that the selected instance should have enough remaining time to guarantee the continuous
running of its hosted requests.

Since understanding the structure of our problem is helpful for us to devise the auction
mechanism in the following section, we here prove that our social welfare maximization
problem is NP-hard in Theorem. 1.

Theorem 1. The offline social welfare maximization problem, in its general form, is NP-
hard.

The offline problem studied here is essentially a MMKP problem. Both knapsacks (in-
stances) and items (requests) are defined by multi-dimensional size vectors, and we have
multiple knapsacks to choose from. We can easily reduce an instance of multi-dimensional
knapsack problem, an NP-hard problem [58] into an instance of this problem to prove that
our problem is also NP-hard. The detailed proof can be found in the Appendix.

Considering the online situation of our problem, it is known that the online knapsack
problem is inapproximable to within any non-trivial multiplicative factor in general cases
[20]. Fortunately, in our scenario, the value reflected in bid value under the truthful mecha-
nism does not have to be arbitrarily large. We can interpret it as the willingness to pay for
our subletting service, which is upper bounded by the on-demand instance price, since any
clearing price higher than the price of this alternative will drive buyers to the on-demand
instance. Under such condition, we present an α−competitive mechanism in the following
Sec. 3.3 and further extend it to handle dynamic supply situation in Sec. 3.4.

3.3 Mechanism Design under Static Supply

In this section, we first study the static supply scenario where all instances are already in
the marketplace in the beginning and only buyers arrive over time. Since we have the static
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supply situation here, there is no notion of time limit (leasing deadline) on each instance in
this scenario any more. Otherwise, the lifetime of the whole market is determined by the
instance with the longest leasing time, leaving our market no way to sustain.

Notice that simply integrating capacities of multiple knapsacks (instances) into a unified
one, transforming our problem into the knapsack problem that previous works target at,
does not solve our original problem. Consider the following small example: given two items
with weight 1 and 3, the result of allocating these two items into two knapsacks with
capacity 2, 2 respectively is obviously not the same as that of allocating these two into a
single knapsack with capacity 4 after the simple capacity integration. Therefore, the internal
barriers between different instances need to be handled properly.

A wide range of real world problems, like resource allocation problems [102][99], secre-
tary problems [20], and keyword auctions [36], can be formulated into variants of knapsack
problem. The online versions of these problems attract more attention among researchers
due to their greater application potential. Buchbinder et al. in [27] propose an online deter-
ministc algorithm for the fractional packing problem. Their result implies an O(ln(U/L))
competitive4 ratio when there is only one packing constraint. Zhang et al. [99] propose
an O(ln(U/L))-competitive algorithm for the packing problem in which the valuation type
of user varies. Chakrabarty et al. [36] propose O(ln(U/L))-competitive algorithms for the
knapsack problem and multi-choice knapsack problem, and later translate them to bid-
ding strategies for budget constrained bidders in ad auction. Zhang et al. [102] reach a
O(ln(U/L))-competitive algorithm for the knapsack problem with extra cost functions in
its objective function. As a more complicated variant of knapsack, it is still unclear whether
there exist online algorithms to solve our studied MMKP problem with a similar O(ln(U/L))
competitive ratio. Leveraging the primal-dual scheme, we design an effective algorithm and
prove that it is (ln(U/L)+1)-competitive with static supply. We then design pricing schemes
to complement it into an auction mechanism, guaranteeing truthfulness and individual ra-
tionality. We present the detailed design of our mechanism based on the primal-dual scheme
in the following.

3.3.1 Mechanism Design

The primal-dual approach has been widely used to reveal the pricing attribute in a problem
from the economical perspective [74]. We leverage a primal-dual scheme with Lagrangian
relaxation for the social welfare maximization and we show that the specific structure of
this problem leads to a competitive online mechanism.

We introduce non-negative Lagrangian multipliers λ = {λr,j , r ∈ R, j ∈ M} for all r, j
pairs in constraints (3.3). Since our Lagrangian relaxation problem is the upper bound of

4U , L mentioned in this paragraph are all limits of certain input factors in their scenarios. Big O notation
omits other constant factors considered in their scenarios.
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our original problem, we have the Lagrangian dual problem as: minP (λ) s.t. λ ≥ 0. where
P (λ) is defined as:

max
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈M

xi,jbi +
∑
r∈R

∑
j∈M

λr,j(Crj −
∑
i∈N

drixi,j)

s.t.
∑
j∈M

xi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N (3.6)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} (3.7)

A subproblem then emerges for each request i from this dual problem.

max
∑
j∈M

xi,j(bi −
∑
r∈R

λr,jd
r
i ) (3.8)

s.t.
∑
j∈M

xi,j ≤ 1 (3.9)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} (3.10)

Observing this subproblem, we can interpret λr,j as the unit price for each type of
resource r in instance j. If we define pi =

∑
r λr,jd

r
i , it indeed represents the price charged

to request i from instance j. In other words, the subproblem essentially chooses the right
instance to maximize the utility of a request i. Once we have interpreted the dual variable
as the marginal price, the difficulty in online implementation lies in how to update this
dual variable. In fact, the crux of designing a competitive algorithm lies in determining the
appropriate threshold to absorb the worthwhile inputs so that the desired outcome can be
reached. To be specific, we need to design a marginal price updating function such that the
platform does not accept too many low-value bids in the beginning, leaving no room for
those high-value bids coming in the future. It also should not be too conservative to leave
the overall resources underutilized in the end.

We introduce a usage ratio zrj where zrj =
∑

i
xi,jd

r
i

Rrj
to reflect the level of used resources of

type r in current instance j. As we have mentioned, in our case, we can interpret the upper
bound of a bidding price as the on-demand instance counterpart. Accordingly, we define Lr

and U r as the lower/upper bound of user’s value per unit of resources respectively. We have
U = maxU r, r ∈ R. For each type of resources, we design our unit price updating function
as follows:

λ(zrj ) = (U re/Lr)z
r
j (Lr/e). (3.11)

Our problem in static supply is similar to the previous dynamic resource provisioning
problem . Different price updating function could lead to different competitive ratio. Our
mechanism provides a cleaner price updating function and the best possible competitive
ratio in our problem setting. The intuition behind defining a unit price updating function
like this is that when the usage ratio zrj starts with zero, the marginal price is set to be
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smaller than the unit price lower bound. It ensures that the price is low enough to accept
as many bids as possible. With the increasing of zrj , instance becomes more and more
conservative to admit new requests. This marginal price as a selection threshold built from
previous selected bids also guarantees that only relatively high value bid can be admitted.
Once zrj equals one, the marginal price is set to be the upper bound of the user’s value per
unit of resources. Under such circumstance, no bid can win the auction, guaranteeing the
capacity constraint is satisfied. Otherwise, the charging price will be greater than their bid
value, violating individual rationality.

After having the updated unit prices (dual variables), we can again make allocation
and pricing decisions in the primal problem. We allocate request i to instance j iff i doesn’t
overfill the instance j, and instance j provides the maximum utility to request i. The detailed
algorithm is presented in Algo. 8. Notice that when there is more than one instance offering
the same utility to the request, we allocate the request to the most similar instance, where
this similarity is calculated as the dot product of two examined resource vectors in Euclidean
spaces, denoted as Sim(). This strives to keep the relative relationship of resources in the
chosen instance, avoiding to use up a single type of resource, keeping the competence of
a instance for future use. We next prove that our mechanism can guarantee truthfulness,
individual rationality and a tight competitive ratio.

Algorithm 1 Online auction mechanism (OA)
1: Initiate λ(z) = (Ue/L)z(L/e), xi,j = 0, Lr, U r
2: while Receiving bid i do
3: Calculate utility:ui = bi −

∑
r
λ(zrj )dri

4: j∗ = arg maxj(ui),∀j
5: if ui > 0 then
6: if |j∗| > 1 then
7: j∗ = arg maxj∗(Sim(j∗, i))
8: end if
9: xi,j∗ = 1
10: pi =

∑
r
λ(zri )dri

11: else
12: xi,j = 0
13: end if
14: end while

3.3.2 Theoretical Analysis

Theorem 2. Our online auction mechanism guarantees individual rationality and truthful-
ness in bid value.
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Our mechanism is truthful because its pricing scheme falls into the family of sequential
posted price mechanisms [30]. The decision process also guarantees the individual rational-
ity. Detailed proofs of all important theorems in the following can be found in the Appendix.

Theorem 3. Our online pricing mechanism provides α-competitive in social welfare with
α = ln(U/L) + 1.

We prove the competitive ratio of our MMKP problem based on the monotonicity of
our pricing function, which is derived from the primal-dual scheme. Detailed proof can be
found in Appendix.

Theorem 4. The competitive ratio of our online algorithm is tight.

We prove the tightness of our algorithm by comparing it with the classical knapsack
problem (one-dimension, one knapsack). Since our problem is a general problem of classical
knapsack problem, based on the conclusion in [36] that any deterministic algorithms for
solving classical knapsack problem (one-dimensional, one knapsack) cannot be better than
ln(U/L) + 1, we can prove that ln(U/L) + 1 is the best possible competitive ratio for
our MMKP problem. Detailed proof can be found in Appendix. Our mechanisms therefore
improve the competitive ratio of the state-of-the-art deterministic auction mechanism [102],
and provide a cleaner price updating function.

3.4 Mechanism Design under Dynamic Supply

We next extend the solution to consider dynamic supply situation in which even the capacity
of instance pool is unknown and fluctuates. Users with idle instances arrive overtime. These
instances are of different sizes and only available within the user specified time for subletting.
Requests also come dynamically requiring different sizes of instances and time requirements.

Time plays a crucial role in this context, which also makes the problem much more
complicated. Unlike other resources, the remaining lifetime (if regarded as a resource) in
each instance is reusable as long as other resource requirement satisfy. Take the simple case
in Fig.3.3 as an example. In the left subfigure, a request m is rejected due to the high
price of instance i, while a feasible instance j may be available in the near future. In the
right subfigure, when request m arrives, there are two instances, instance i and instance
j available (satisfying both time and resource constraints). If we accept request m and
allocate it to instance j, the unit price in instance j may increase so high that the later
request n will be rejected by j; and due to SLA violation, instance i is unable to serve it,
either.

The introduction of the time component makes our problem similar to the real-time
scheduling problems in real-time systems, like in an operating system, different tasks with
varying computation time and deadline compete to win the occupation of processors. Cor-
respondingly, a line of research works focus on allocating single dimensional resource, e.g.,
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CPU computing time [52], [18], [29] or homogeneous instance5 [90] in cloud environment.
Jain et al. in [52] study preemptive job scheduling problems under parallelization limits in
an offline fashion. Azar et al. in [18] study preemptive job scheduling problems under soft
deadlines. Chawla et al. in [29] study the resource scheduling problem in stochastic settings
with the known distributions on the demand side. Wang et al. in [90] study selling homoge-
neous instances with customer defined reservation time. These works all try to circumvent
known lower bound by adding extra assumptions on either deadline, resource types, distri-
butions, etc. They relate more to spot instance services or the job scheduling problem in
Hadoop-like computing framework from the application perspective. The initial positioning
of our services separates us with spot instance and these works in that: (1) preemption is
not allowed; (2) users can customize the size of their multi-dimensional instances; (3) we
request instant decision-making and resource accessing without any delay; (4) the proposed
mechanism can handle the game theoretic environment and solve the pricing problem simul-
taneously; (5) most importantly, not only instance requests, those sublettable instances also
arrive online. Unfortunately, we first have to present a negative result under our dynamic
setting situation here.

We present a practical heuristic algorithm based on our previous mechanism after that.

Theorem 5. No deterministic truthful mechanism can achieve better than (U/L)-approximation
to social welfare.

We prove this negative result by examining two adversary cases when both sides of our
markets are online. Detailed proof can be found in Appendix.

3.4.1 Mechanism Design

Naturally, we need to incorporate time in our decision making process. To be specific, we
plan to save those long-lived instances so that they can meet better bids, and fully exploit
the capacity of those soon-expired ones. In the previous example, if we allocate request

5Number of instances is the only input in demand
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of price discount and stage separation (initial price P, Tj = 16, tmin =
2, no requests are admitted)

m to the soon expired instance i, the instance j may be able to serve request n as well.
Such a design idea also echoes with the earliest deadline first policy in real-time scheduling.
On the other hand, in order to guarantee truthfulness, we still need to select the instance
with the largest utility with respect to a request. Nonetheless, naively allocating requests
to the instance with the earliest deadline and with the largest utility could bring conflicting
decisions.

Hence, we modify the unit price updating function in a way that our market will discount
the price of resources in an instance with the elapse of time. Through proper reducing the
price as the function of the remainnig time, we could make the instances with the earliest
deadline more easily to be selected under the utility maximization goal. In the meantime,
reducing the unit price means we are lowering the threshold of admitting new requests.
Without sacrificing social welfare too much, ideally, we want the discounts to be quite
small at first. As times elapses, discounts become more and more aggressive. Inspired by
equity evaluation in portfolio management [24], we incorporate a discount strategy here.
We assume the minimum task time is tmin (it can also be set as the system unit time,
here we study a general case). An instance can never accommodate any requests when the
remaining lifetime of this instance becomes smaller than tmin. We separate an instance
with the lifetime Tj = T jddl − T js into blog2

Tj
tmin
c + 1 stages in the time unit of tmin. For

stage i where i ∈ {1, 2..blog2
Tj
tmin
c}, unit price is discounted at time step ti where ti =

Tj − 2blog2
Tj
tmin

c−i
tmin at the scale of Di = 2i/2blog2

Tj
tmin

c (as in percent off).
Therefore, we have our new unit price updating function as follows:

λ(zri , t) = (U re/Lr)z(Lr/e)(1−Di) (3.12)

As can be seen, we increase discount exponentially as the elapse of time. In the last stage,
when the remaining time is tmin, the price has become small enough to accommodate any
requests if resources permit. Fig.3.4 illustrates how our design discounts the unit price
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during the lifetime of an instance given no requests are admitted during its lifetime. Details
of the algorithm for dynamic supply can be found in Algo. 2.

Theorem 6. Our online auction mechanism guarantees individual rationality and truthful-
ness in bid value in the dynamic supply situation.

The proved competitive ratio in the static case is not guaranteed here since we cannot
guarantee that the value of the rejected bid is too low to all the instances in the total
timespan and the uncertainty in instance supply. But our mechanism can still guarantee
truthfulness and individual rationality, two crucial properties for a mechanism to handle
strategic players. Furthermore, the simulation results illustrate that the social welfare is
also improved in most cases, proving this to be an efficient heuristic improvement. The
proofs of truthfulness and individual rationality are similar to the proofs of Theorem.2
since important principles used in proving these two properties are not violated. Thus we
omit them here.

In addition, as for the truthfulness in lifetime, if the instance subletting service is pro-
vided by the same service provider selling the original instances (major market scenario),
the service provider will have the complete information about the lifetime of the instances,
leaving no room for misreporting in instance lifetime. In other cases, subletters will not sub-
mit lifetime claims larger than the true lifetime because it incurs another round of billing
cycle. They also have no incentive for declaring their instance lifetime shorter than the true
lifetime because it deprives the opportunity to further amortize the cost of owning these
instances.

3.5 Evaluation
Experimental Settings

Our evaluation uses Google Cluster trace [5] consisting of 3,535,030 entries, reporting each
tasks’ ID, active time and resource demand (CPU, memory; normalized to values between
0 and 1) in an approximately 6 hours period. We identified 176,580 unique tasks after
removing the reported anomalies and merging entries of the same task. We then sampled
requests and instances from these task entries with varying sample rates. For each request,
we derive the resource demands and time requirements directly from the entries of a task.
Its bid value bi is further calculated based on its resource demands dri and a unit resource
valuation variable vr randomly generated from 0 to U r, namely,

bi =
∑
r

drivr,vr ∈ [0, U r] (3.13)

For simplicity and consistency with the data trace, we assume an instance has the
maximum allowable resource capacity specified in the trace (namely 1.0). To simulate the
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Algorithm 2 OA under dynamic supply
1: while t < T do
2: while Receiving bid i do
3: Calculate utility:ui = bi −

∑
r
λ(zri , t)dri

4: j∗ = arg maxj(ui),∀j
5: if ui > 0 and ti ≤ (T jddl − t) then
6: if |j∗| > 1 then
7: j∗ = arg minj∗(T

j∗

ddl − t)
8: end if
9: xi,j∗ = 1

10: pi =
∑
r
λ(zri , t)dri

11: else
12: xi,j = 0
13: end if
14: end while
15: while Receiving an instance j do
16: Initiate λ(z, t) = (Lr/e)
17: end while
18: if t = ti then
19: Update discount and time step: Di = 2Di, ti = T jddl − 2blog2

Tj
tmin

c−i
tmin

20: Update unit price: λ(zri , t) = (Ue/L)z(L/e)(1−Di)
21: end if
22: end while
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amount of available resources in each instance, i.e., how much resources the user wishes
to sublet, we extract the CPU and memory usage information from a sampled task entry
Dj , and apply the formula: Ccpuj = 1.0− 1.0×Dcpu

j /(Dcpu
j +Dmem

j ) to get available CPU.
We compute the available amount of memory likewise. The simulated sublet instance can
in turn preserve the CPU-to-memory usage ratio information of the data trace. We do
not include disk nor networking resources in our simulation, because unlike the pricing of
CPU and memory, the pricing of disk and networking are usually decided by the resource
consumption, not based on instance type [1]. We vary the total number of bids from 1000 to
8000 with an increasing number of instances to ensure the rejected requests on the baseline
algorithm stay lower than 50%. In the static supply simulation, the simulator reads in
requests chronologically based on their start time.

Services Compared and Performance Metrics

We compare our service with two dominant commercial services: the spot instance service
and the reserved instance service, and two other close-related works on cloud pricing in
[105] and [90]. Our solution is further compared with the optimal solutions obtained from
an ILP solver6. Since the spot instance service actually has a proprietary pricing scheme,
we adopt a straight forward implementation of its released approach7. Only when a request
with a bid value greater than the current spot price can the request be admitted into
an instance. Once we allocate a request to an instance, we set its charging price and the
corresponding spot price of this instance as the value of the lowest bid residing in that
instance8. The reserved instance service adopts a fixed pricing scheme. The fixed price
for a reserved instance is set to be 70 percent of its on-demand instance based on the
difference between the price of a m4.large instance (default reserved instance type) in 1-
year term to its on-demand counterpart [1]. As for two other close related research works,
they all determine the posted price based on the utilization of the resources in their contexts.
Zhou et al. in [105] propose online auction mechanisms for dynamically Provisioning cloud
resources with Soft Deadlines and operation costs. We directly implement their proposed
mechanisms under hard deadline and zero provisioning costs situation as a comparison.
Wang et al. in [90] propose mechanisms to Sell Reserved Instances in cloud, where users’
request on provisioning deadline can be tight or delayable and prices for instances are
determined based on how many instances have been sold (single dimension). We select their
mechanisms under the tight deadline situation as a comparison. We further calculate the
prices for our multi-dimensional subletting instances by summing the price of each resource

6PuLP: https://pythonhosted.org/PuLP/

7http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/how-spot-instances-work.html

8The spot price for the first request is its bid.
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up based on their single-dimensional pricing scheme. For notation convenience, we refer to
the first one as PSD and refer to the latter as SRI.

Since works in [105] and [90] all focus on proposing pricing schemes for the traditional
instance trading scenarios with a fixed capacity from a theoretical perspective, we also
examine their performances under two important economical metrics: social welfare and
cost saving: social welfare and cost saving, where social welfare is the sum of valuations of
all accepted requests and cost saving is the average cost reduction rate for users to finish
their tasks compared with the on-demand counterparts. The former reflects how efficient
the underlying mechanism in a service is in allocating limited resources; the latter measures
how much benefit a service brings to bidders. To complement the study of our service,
we further discuss the practical challenges in our subletting services including the system
performance overhead in Section.3.6, which have not been covered in those works.

3.5.1 Trace-driven Simulations: the Case of Static Supply

Fig.3.5a and Fig.3.5 illustrate the results in the static supply case. First, we compare the
performance of our online mechanism with the offline optimal solution in Fig.3.5a. Overall
the ratio tends to become smaller with the increase of the number of bids. It starts at
slightly above 7 across all U values at 100 bids and plunges to 4 when the bids are 600. This
is because the higher the total demand of resources, the more instances are provisioned; as
shown in Eq. (3.8), an instance with the lowest price is chosen for each coming bid, hence
the solution space becomes larger with more instances. As such, more allocation options are
available, which leads to better performance.

Next, we compare the achieved social welfare of our instance subletting service with other
instance options and research works in Fig.3.5a. As can be seen, the reserved instance service
achieves considerably less social welfare than the other four services in most cases because
its fixed pricing scheme cannot adapt to the changes in demand. To be more specific, we find
that it rejects more requests than the other four; namely, it creates the overpricing problem
for more requests than its alternatives. The rest four approaches presented in Fig.3.5a adopt
dynamic pricing, which aims at efficiently reflecting market situations. Interestingly, the
social welfare of the spot instance service drops at 7000 bids. It is because that, once the low-
value bids are accepted, they directly affect the spot price. We find that instances directed
by this low spot price accept 7% more low-value bids than that in other bid settings, leaving
instances no room for future high-value ones. On the other hand, our instance subletting
service still outperforms the spot instance service by 32.4% in social welfare when bid
number reaches 8000. The underlying problems in static supply situation we study here is
also similar to the scenarios that SRI and PSD targets at9. The instance subletting service

9Notice that differences also exist as we elaborated before. We implement the key ideas of both mechanisms
and adapt them to our scenario.
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison in the static supply case
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achieves 31.9% more social welfare than SRI in 8000 bids. However, the gap between our
mechanism with the PSD is very small in the static supply situation. The close gap between
these two originates from the similar primal-dual scheme and the price update function they
choose. We will demonstrate later that our mechanisms outperform PSD in the dynamic
supply case after the improvement.

We further compare the cost saving generated by these five services. Overall spot in-
stances, PSD, and our instance subletting service all bring over 83% cost saving to users.
Cost saving of SRI stays around 60%. Though our instance achieves less cost saving than
PSD and spot instances at 8000 bids, it generates 28.3% more utility than spot price at this
time. After comparing the transactions, we find that this difference is mainly because the
instance subletting service at this setting accepts more bids than the spot instance one. For
average utility per bidder, the instance subletting service is 18% less than the spot instance
service. In fact, thanks to this extra number of accepted requests, the instance subletting
service also attains 63.1% more revenue than the spot instance service at 8000 bids.

The fixed price adopted by reserved instances extracts more surplus from the bidder
side, leaving the accepted bidders less utility. This extreme surplus turns out to bring
the largest revenue to the seller side. In reality, our studied instance subletting service is
expected to complement the fixed-price model, rather than fully replace it. Researchers in
[38] have already proved that a hybrid market (coexistence of both spot instances and fixed-
price instances) always maximizes the provider’s profit, even if it decreases their revenue.
This claim still holds true for our envisioned scenario, where both fixed-price instances and
instance subletting services exist10. What is more, in a highly competitive public cloud
market, social welfare would be preferred to guarantee user base.

3.5.2 Trace-driven Simulations: the Case of Dynamic Supply

Experimental Settings

For the dynamic scenario, we use the same trace and settings except that we now incorporate
the time attributes for all sublet instances and requests. Time unit in our simulation is set
as the minimum time unit in the Google cluster trace, 300 seconds. A request or instance
will be pushed into the simulator when its start time arrives. An instance will remain active,
capable of accommodating requests, until its leasing deadline is reached.

Results and Discussion

The dynamic arrivals of both requests and instances greatly complicate our scheduling. In
Fig.3.6a, we first depict the demand and supply relationship in this dynamic supply situation
using CPU as an example (N = 5000, M = 200). The solid line denotes the fluctuation of

10Preemption or not does not affect this general result
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the total available CPU, i.e., the supply, in each time unit. Both dashed lines denote the
requested demand of CPU, where the one sitting on the bottom represents instantaneous
demand, the demand from the requests that just arrive in the current time unit; the other
represents cumulative demand, the total demand that our platform is facing taking all active
requests into account. The shaded area denotes the difference between cumulative demand
and supply. The supply is almost always higher than the instantaneous demand, however, it
is overwhelmed by the cumulative demand, especially during the 30-145 minutes timespan.
As commonly occurs in reality, this exceeding amount of demand tests if an auction is
well designed or not, because it needs to ensure that the highly scarce resources are well
allocated.

Fig.3.6b illustrates the interaction between prices and resources of a 75-minute-long
instance in our instance subletting service. Its memory usage grows close to 100% between
5 minutes to 30 minutes. The unit price of memory, in turn, doubles in the first 10 minutes
and remains at this high price for another 20 minutes, making the instance quite selective
to admit new requests. The latter half of its life cycle is where our discount strategy starts
to take effect. The memory usage fluctuates due to the admission of new requests, and price
drops generally with the elapse of time to attract bids, which successfully allows memory
to be fully utilized in the last 5 minutes. Similar trends also happen on the CPU usage.
Memory is the obvious capping resource on this instance, thereby both the CPU’s usage
and price stay relatively low.

We now present the comparison of our instance subletting service with two dominant
service models, reserved instances and spot instances, and two related studies, SRI and PSD,
in this dynamic environment. In terms of social welfare (Fig.3.7a), the subletting service
achieves the highest performance. The difference to spot instance service increases from 0.3%
at 1000 bids to 7.7% at 8000 bids. The expansion of this gap illustrates the efficiency of our
mechanism in picking out the valuable requests when the solution space is large. Recall that,
to further handle the dynamics from the demand side, we devise the multi-stage discount
strategy. It guides the requests to soon-expired instances and saves long-lived instances for
the future using the invisible hand, price. Our result shows that the multi-stage discount
based mechanism gains over 10% more social welfare than the discount-free version in all
above 5000 bids situations. Overall, two research works for comparison all perform better
than the dominant service models, reflecting a trade-off of complexity in allocation process
and efficiency in allocation results happened in real world implementation. The difference
to SRI increases from 11% at 1000 bids to 38% at 8000 bids. The instance subletting service
also keeps achieving 7% more social welfare than the state of the art approach, PSD, in all
the bid-over-2000 cases. This proves the efficiency of our multi-stage discount policy.

We demonstrate average cost savings of these five services in Fig.3.7b, which is defined as
the savings of an instance over its on-demand counterpart. The cost saving of the reserved
instance repeatedly stays at 30% due to its price setting. The cost saving of the spot
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instances ranges from 64% to 93% with the average at 78%, which also accords with the
official cost saving information about the spot instance service11. Our instance subletting
service outruns two other commercial service models and related research works in all cases
and steadily stays above 98%. The closing gap between the spot instance and our service is
because the introduction of more bids brings higher possibility in having low spot price. It is
worth noting that the presented performance of spot instances is the best possible case. The
performance of spot instances in real life would be worse under the same rules. In reality,
each type of instance in each region follows the same spot price. In our case, we create a
spot price for each individual spot instance regardless of their region or type. According to
the price discrimination principle in pricing theory, such a fine-grained pricing approach is
better at adapting to the fluctuations of the demand and supply than the real-world spot
instance setting. Similar to the performance in social welfare, our service keeps achieving
over 10% more cost saving than SRI in all cases(except bid number = 1000), and 3% more
cost saving than PSD.

As a conclusion, from both the static and dynamic simulations, our proposed online
auction mechanisms can indeed attain high overall system performance under real-world
workload patterns.

3.6 Practical Challenges and Prototype Validation

The proposed auction mechanism is a general framework: it is not tied to a specific imple-
mentation of instance subletting service. Still we are keen in pointing out a few practical
concerns that we found critical in implementing such service. This will not only allow us
to inspect our modeling assumptions in the theoretical part but also further complement
our mechanism into a fully integrated service. To this end, we built a prototype of instance
subletting service on Amazon EC2 public cloud. But before presenting our prototypes and
experiment results, we will first list out the challenges and concerns in what follows.

The crux of implementing the subletting service lies in enabling multiple users to share
an instance. Specifically, the platform should provide an API for hosting users to quantify
the amount of resources they prepare to sublet and allocate the right amount of instance
resources for each tenant user. (Challenge 1 ). In addition, the platform should maintain
an isolated runtime environment for each tenant user, ensuring they can use only their
own share of resources and preventing them from interfering each other (Challenge 2 ).
Furthermore, the platform should be capable of managing a large cluster of instances,
including the dynamics of instance joining and leaving, and providing a consistent view
of the cluster states for the auction mechanism (Challenge 3 ). Given these challenges,
we believe that the latest container technology is a promising tool for implementing the

11https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/
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subletting service. Container is a lightweight, application-oriented virtualization technology
that is becoming increasingly popular among public cloud providers [28].

Container meets the design requirements of our auction mechanism (by addressing the
above challenges); although other forms of implementation, like nested virtualization, would
be possible, too. To address Challenge 1 and 2, the subletting system (in this case, our pro-
totype) leverages cgroups module in the container to enforce each workload only use their
own resource allocation share. The cgroups module defines a collection of kernel controllers
for system resources including CPU, memory, network, etc. These controllers are assigned
to the container runtime in the form of function hooking. As such, the hosting users can now
specify how much resource share are made available to the tenant users, and the platform
will refer to these specifications when it receives new resource requests. When the container
starts running, those hooks ensure that the container does not use more than it is allowed
to use. Meanwhile, every container will be associated with a unique set of resource identi-
fiers for its PID, IPC, network, and file system etc., known as the namespace isolation,
a feature that provides isolated runtime environments for in-container workloads. We use
Docker [4] in our prototype to perform container-related operations.

To address Challenge 3, we leverage the Amazon EC2 container service (ECS), featuring
a cluster state management module. Specifically, the module will run a consensus-based
transactional journal to keep track of the cluster state information, maintaining a consistent
view on the pool of instances. The ECS service also provides a customizable scheduler
module allowing us to implement our auction mechanism.

We preliminarily evaluate the prototype with two typical types of cloud workloads: multi-
tier web applications and batch workloads. We chose the RuBBoS12 multi-tier web server
benchmark for the web application. We emulate the web client using Apache Benchmark

and use a load balancer to dispatch the web requests to servers. We use sysbench as the
batch workload, and the invocations of sysbench are independent from each other. On each
sublet instance, we run these workloads inside containers, one for the web server and the
other for the batch job.

For the web application, we consider the average request rate and the average web
request completion time. These two metrics correspond to the throughput and latency
performance of the web application. We are also interested in how these metrics change as
the service scales out to having more sublet instances. To do this, we keep the cluster under
load by constantly submitting buyer requests that comprise these two types of workloads. In
fact, each round of our experiments can be regarded as the static supply case in Sec.3.3. We
obtained the baseline performance for the web application by running a single web server
on an on-demand instance without using container. The baseline performance for the batch

12RUBBoS Bulletin Board Benchmark: http://jmob.ow2.org/
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workload is likewise obtained, except it is run inside a container with specified resource
usage, which allows us to examine whether Challenge 1 and 2 are addressed.

The average request completion time in the web application is reported in Fig.3.8a.
Compared to the baseline, the completion time of web requests is much increased under one
sublet instance. This is an expected case for workloads using the instance subletting, because
other running workloads on the same host are also consuming resources. Fortunately, this
deficiency can be remedied by placing additional web servers when more instances are
available. The performance of web application catches up with the baseline from 5 sublet
instances. In Fig.3.8b, the throughput performance also sees similar improvement with the
increase of sublet instance. While adding more web servers to sustain high performance
may sound costly, the total monetary cost of acquiring these sublet instances can still be
much lower than the original instance as described in Sec.3.5. Specifically, as a common
challenge, application service providers would need to properly scale their services in the
face of bursty workloads (e.g., a flash crowd). This is usually done through autoscaling
at VM-granularity or overprovisioning VMs. In our instance-subletting platform, because
containers allow finer-grain resource offerings that can be provisioned much faster than VMs,
provisioning can happen just-in-time and with smaller resource consumption, e.g., when we
detect surging queue-depth at the load balancer, and hence the cost of overprovisioning can
be greatly reduced.

Note that with the increased throughput, though the latency of completing all requests
will certainly be shortened, the per-request latency may not. For example, Fig.3.8a shows
the 10 sublet instance setup can still give worse per-request latency performance than the
baseline. This is because the load balancer can add an extra queuing delay to each request.
Users can opt in more powerful load balancer to remedy such latency. Also, we observed
that the 1000 connection setup yields lower performance than the 100 connection one as
our emulated client becomes the bottleneck when the concurrent connection is high.

For the batch workload, as shown in Fig.3.8c, with sublet instances, the batch workload
performance makes no statistically significant difference (< 1%) as compared to the baseline.
This shows that containerization did allow us to enforce the resources usage guarantees.
Note that sysbench has a fairly stable resource requirements across its runs. In reality, a
batch workload may have variable resource demands. Due to the use of container, if the
batch workload running inside exceeds the resource usage, the workload will get throttled.
Therefore, the owners of such workloads should tailor their container requests accordingly
to achieve expected and meaningful performance.

Overall, these initial results are promising, suggesting that instance subletting with our
online auction mechanism can indeed be built on current public cloud with minimal impact
on users’ perceived performance. Before concluding, it is worth discussing a few additional
concerns that may limit the real-world deployment of instance subletting. Though we have
yet to explore these issues on our current prototype, we do observe technological trends that
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can help alleviate these issues. First, both container and nested virtualization solutions may
result in OS tie-ins, because certainly not all OSes support these technologies. OS tie-ins
could limit the types of workloads that can be run on the instance subletting service.
Fortunately, standardization efforts in the container technology, e.g., the Open Container
Initiative [6], demonstrate the on-going trend across OS vendors to support containers. In
addition to Linux distributions, which natively support containers, other major OSes such
as Windows are adding kernel supports for containers. This trend is thus one of the key
reasons we chose containers in the prototype and the modelling assumption.

Meanwhile, it is also worth investigating how to effectively implement our allocation
mechanism. Our prototype relies on Amazon ECS’s default replication scheduler to allo-
cate the benchmark workloads, which supports replacing the scheduling policy with user-
supplied, customized ones. In our future work, we plan to port our simulator’s allocation
mechanism to the ECS scheduler and perform end-to-end, system-level evaluation over the
instance subletting service.

In addition, though higher server utilization may lead to higher power usage to the
providers, increasing it is critical to maximize the energy efficiency because server power
consumption responds differently to varying utilization levels [21]. Higher resource utiliza-
tion can help cloud providers to amortize their capital better. So overall, we believe an
instance subletting service is promising as cloud providers can exploit subletting services
as another form of differentiated, value-added service to attract diverse user groups, gain
extra revenue.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we systematically examined instance subletting, a new cloud service that
explores the idle resources from users, making them available to the public. Instance sub-
letting offers a trading market for low-cost yet high-quality instances with enforced service
level agreement on time. The market works with dynamic demand, and more importantly,
it has a dynamic supply and time constraint on each item, which is not available in past
products and studies. We presented an online auction mechanism with provable truthfulness
and individual rationality, as well as the best possible competitive ratio with known supply
information. We then extended it to cope with dynamic supply. Large scale simulations have
indicated that our mechanism can achieve near optimal social welfare with significant cost
savings. Its feasibility has been further validated through an Amazon EC2 based prototype.
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Chapter 4

Exploiting Crowd for Low Latency
Transcoding

In this chapter, we first examine the importance of latency in processing live videos. We
then discuss the possibility of providing low-cost, small latency transcoding services through
involving the computational power from end viewers. We further illustrate the overall archi-
tecture of our cloud-edge collaborative system and formally formulate the studied problem
in our systems. Several budget constrained online and offline algorithms are proposed after
that. Our PlatnetLab-based experiment and trace-driven simulations further proved the
superiority of our online scheduler.

4.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

4.1.1 Why Delay Matters for Video Services in the New Era?

Traditional video streaming services, like Youtube, strive to make their videos startup
quickly and play with less rebuffering. Researchers have shown that viewers start to aban-
don videos after 2 seconds startup time in these traditional video streaming services [60].
High latency in playout delay greatly increases the abandon rate of viewers, making users
less engaged in videos, and eventually harm the profit of content providers. For interactive
live streaming services, it is the interaction feature that makes delay play an even more crit-
ical role. In twitch-like interactive streaming services, the interaction among viewers and
between viewers and broadcasters also require bandwidth-hungry video streams to match
its pace with other communication channels like audio and messages, otherwise users may
become frustrated by other early spoilers or fail to fully engage in this participatory commu-
nity. Undesirable interaction with peer viewers and the broadcasters can even drive viewers
to abandon current channels [47]. In addition, applications like Twitch and Periscope allow
viewers to express their enjoyment to certain content (using like or heart button). These
positive feedbacks can help broadcasters to modify their content to better match viewers’
tastes and attract more viewers. While mismatching between likes and streaming scenes
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Figure 4.1: System overview

could generate false positive feedbacks to the broadcasters, which greatly affects the infor-
mation value hidden in these messages [89]. Latency plays a more significant role in this
interactive live streaming services. It is, however, not easy to reduce it considering the scale
and heterogeneity of this system. With naive deployment on cloud, 90% users have an in-
teraction latency over 200 ms [91]. Several other research works have also indicated that
with current cloud infrastructure, cloud is unable to satisfy the strict latency requirements
in interactive live streaming services [35]. Researchers therefore are actively seeking for new
approaches or architectures to reduce the interaction delay for viewers.

4.1.2 System Model

Globally, our system is divided into multiple regions, where each region has its own re-
gional datacenter (also referred to as “regional server”) for ingesting source videos, assign-
ing transcoding tasks to viewers or cloud, recollecting transcoded video and forwarding the
processed streams for further delivery. Fig. 5.3 shows the overall design. Specifically, source
live streaming contents are first collected by the regional server through protocols such as
RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol). Several viewers will then be selected for taking
video transcoding tasks according to certain criteria. Unmatched tasks after this selection
or during the live streaming process will be sent to dedicated cloud transcoding servers if
no further satisfiable transcoding viewers can be found locally (results in cross-region as-
signment). The selected viewers and cloud servers transcode video contents into different
quality versions, and send them back to the regional datacenter. Finally, the transcoded
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video is forwarded to other regional datacenters to serve all viewers. As can be seen, in our
system, the computation processes for transcoding are distributed among the selected edge
viewers and cloud; The decision process for selecting valid users is finished in each regional
server.

4.1.3 Problem Formulation

We now consider specifically the incentive issue, which includes viewer selection and pay-
ment determination, in the above scenario. Intuitively, transcoding tasks can always be
satisfied by viewers in our overwhelming viewer pool. However, in reality, the viewer and
broadcaster numbers are highly dynamic over time. In both a single region and the whole
global system, independent users may come, stay in the system for a distinct amount of
time, and leave by their will. Causal selection cannot guarantee the involvement of highly
qualified viewers and may cause a large number of reassignments, leading to high system
overhead for recalculation and short absence of the target quality version during the reas-
signing period.

On the other hand, it is difficult to determine the right price to motivate these viewers
since viewers have their own private cost functions. Casually setting a fixed price could lead
to the overpricing or underpricing problem which either incurs a huge cost for the service
provider or fails to provide enough incentives to motivate viewers. What is more, the sum of
payments for all selected viewers is constrained by the limited budget for each channel since
we are seeking a cost-effective design for video transcoding services. Therefore, efficiently
utilizing this budget to fully motivate viewers and recruit qualified viewers is what we are
aiming at.

We thus propose an auction-based approach to facilitate the transcoding task assign-
ments from channels to the crowd of viewers and determine the payment for these transcod-
ing viewers at the same time. Dynamic prices generated by auctions can help us fully mo-
tivate users while at a low cost in the competitive environment thanks to our large viewer
pool. Carefully designed selection algorithms can also ensure us to select the appropriate
viewers to take the transcoding tasks. For each region, we denote the live video channels
as a set C = {c1, c2, ..., cm}, and viewers as V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}. Each channel cj ∈ C has a
budget Bj which is part of the revenue from advertisements, and Rj is the total number of
transcoded video representations required for a channel cj . Independent viewers have their
private cost functions for taking the tasks, and they make strategic decisions to maximize
their individual utility ui, which follows the classical quasi-linear form. The utility of viewer
i at time t is

ui =

pi −mi if vi is selected

0 otherwise
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pi is the payment to viewer vi and mi is the cost for users to transcode the corresponding
channel. Under truthful bidding, mi equals to bi.

Each viewer vi submits its bid bi based on its own valuation function for taking such a
task. After receiving the bid, the regional server acting as an auctioneer makes the assign-
ment and payment decisions. Notably, the arrival/departure time and the cost function of
each viewer are private, and may only be known to itself. Similarly, the arrival/departure
time of each channel is also private. In other words, at time t, the scheduler has no knowl-
edge of any incoming channels or viewers, neither does it know if any channel/viewer is
going to terminate/leave soon. Therefore, the auctioneer must have an online mechanism
to determine the task assignment and payment as each bidder emerges to play.

As we have argued previously, stability is a critical factor for choosing viewers to take
our transcoding tasks. Viewers should be able to continue offering transcoding services
during the channel streaming session without leaving. We first need to extract stable users
from the viewer pool. Based on our previous study, we set a waiting threshold only after
passing which can the viewer be qualified as stable, and be selected into our candidate
pool. This threshold is determined by maximizing the mathematical expectation of the
non-stop transcoding time of all viewers [48]. Further, to differentiate the stability level
among these candidates, we need to have a more fine-grained metric of stability. We use
a simple yet effective method which jointly considers the average online duration (d̄) and
standard deviation (σ) of a viewer’s online record. We use a linear combination of them to
represent the stability D. In our simulation the default λ is set to 0.8 as it gives the best
result.

D(vi) = λ · d̄i − (1− λ) · σi; λ ∈ (0, 1);

Besides stability, latency obviously should also be optimized explicitly in this interactive
streaming services. Therefore, we propose our quality of viewer metric as follows:

S(vi) = D(vi)γ
ln(1+li)β

where γ and β is the weight for each component in our metric, lying between 0 and 1. When
β = 0, γ = 1, we only maximize the stability of all selected viewers, and vice versa. The
intuition for defining the stability of users in this form is inspired by the fact that, a longer
average online duration indicates the viewer tends to stay longer, and a smaller standard
deviation means such behavior is more consistent [48]. The effect of latency on quality of
viewers uses the widely adopted logarithmic function to reflect the decrease of marginal
quality degradation due to the increase of latency.

Our objective thus is to find desirable and affordable viewers to take transcoding tasks.
Let S(vi) be the estimated quality of viewer vi in terms of taking transcoding tasks. We
introduce a set of 0-1 variable xi,j for each pair of viewer and channel. Variable xi,j equals
one if viewer vi is assigned for channel cj . Let X denote the total selected viewer set; ti
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Table 4.1: Table of notation

Symbol Description
vi viewer i
bi bid value of viewer i

S(vi) quality of viewer i
pi price charged to viewer i
Bj budget allocated for channel j
lmin maximum allowed transcoding time
li transcoding time of viewer i

and pi are the total transcoding time and payment per unit time of viewer vi. lmin is the
minimum delay requirement for a satisfying transcoding process. The formal formalization
is as follows:

max
∑
i

S(vi)xi,j (4.1)

s.t.
∑
i

pitixi,j ≤ Bj , ∀Bj (4.2)∑
j

xi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V (4.3)

lixi,j < lmin,∀xi,j ∈ X (4.4)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} (4.5)

In constraint (4.2), the sum of all payments of a channel in the streaming period should
be smaller than its planned budget. In constraint (4.3), each viewer can take at most one
transcoding task to mitigate the risk of unreliable transcoding brought by viewers and
guarantee transcoding performance. In constraint (4.4), the transcoding time of selected
viewers should be less than the minimum requirement to guarantee high quality interactive
live streaming. We further summarize the important notations used in this chapter for
convenience in Table. 4.1.

4.2 Crowd-based Video Transcoding

In this section, we first study two offline situations and then extend our proposed algorithms
to a more generic online scenario. In the first offline case, there is no strict requirement on
the number of transcoding viewers for each channel, which means, given the budget limit,
a channel cj could have less than Rj transcoding viewers. The scheduler makes best-effort
decisions to assign most stable candidates while providing reasonable payments. In the
second offline case, the requirement on the number of transcoding viewers for each channel
is strict, which means that each channel should have R transcoding viewers unless there is
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no such possibility. In both offline cases, we assume the scheduler has the bid information
from all candidates before the assigning process. Studying the offline scenario gives us
the understanding to this problem, especially in complexity, optimality, and provides the
baseline situations for us to compare with the online case. Furthermore, since more and more
personal livecast applications start to allow broadcasters to upload pre-recored content and
publish later, like "Uploads" function in Twitch released in late 2016. Our solution in offline
scenarios also work for these type of transcoding tasks that are more tolerant to latency
brought by decision making, and can wait until all bids information are collected. Finally, we
further consider the online situation where the candidates comes to the system sequentially,
and the scheduler has to make a decision on-the-fly.

4.2.1 Baseline Scheduler with Flexible Transcoding Viewers

In this subsection, we consider the first case of the proposed problem where there is no
strict requirement on the number of transcoding viewers for each channel. With the budget
constraint, the crux of designing a good algorithm lies in how to efficiently use the limited
budget, and filtering out the valuable viewers. We adopt a variant of the proportional share
mechanism introduced in [80], which serves as the basis for budget-constrained viewer re-
cruitment. To be specific, when a new transcoding request from a starting channel cj arrives,
the scheduler first generates a threshold according to the bid, estimated quality information
of all candidates, and the given budget as summarized in Algorithm 4. The resulted thresh-
old p represents the reasonable price per unit quality value. The main scheduling algorithm
(shown in Algorithm 3) first orders all candidates in decreasing order of estimated quality
(line 2), and attempts to choose them in a greedy manner: the most desirable candidate is
examined first. For each candidate, the scheduler first checks whether its bid is worthwhile
for its estimated quality and budget allow such reasonable payment S(vi) ∗ p. If it is desir-
able and affordable, then select this viewer, pay the corresponding payment, and skip the
current one if not worthwhile (line 8-9). Note that in the algorithm S(X) represents the
total quality of candidate set X. Here, we simply sum up the quality of every candidate in
X to get S(X) as we formulated before, While other methods, e.g., monotone submodular
function, can also be applied. Budget and payment here are all represented as price per
unit time. Eventually, we pay viewers according to its transcoding service time as well as
its price per unit time.

Since the baseline scheduler chooses the most stable candidates until either R assign-
ments are made or it is running out of budget, it may lead to a great number of cross-region
assignment (turning to cloud) especially when the budget is low. On the other hand, since
there is a portion of candidates not worthwhile judged by the threshold price, some stable
candidates are not selected, which is undesirable when only few candidates are available.
This is the performance compromise we have to make given the limited budget constraint.
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The baseline scheduler runs in linear time complexity of N, namely O(N), where N is the
total number of qualified candidates.

Algorithm 3 Baseline Scheduler
1: Input: Budget Bj for channel cj and number R of transcoding viewers required
2: Sort V in decreasing order of its estimated quality S(vi)
3: count← 0, index← 0, Xj ← ∅
4: p← GetThreshold(Bj)
5: while count ≤ R do
6: index← index+ 1
7: vi ← V [index] and bi is the bid of vi
8: if bi ≤ S(vi) ∗ p ≤ Bj −

∑
x∈Xj px then

9: pi ← S(vi) ∗ p
10: Xj ← Xj ∪ {vi}
11: else
12: pi ← 0
13: end if
14: end while
15: return Xj

4.2.2 Comprehensive Scheduler

Now we consider the second case where the requirement on the number of transcoding
viewers for each channel has to be fulfilled unless impossible. The problem thus becomes
to choose R viewers such that their quality is maximized while the sum of their bids does
not exceed the given budget. We can view this problem as a variant of classical Knapsack
problem. If the price is pre-determined by the auctioneer, given the budget constraint, we
are choosing viewers from the candidate pool to maximize the total value of the selected
viewers (sum of quality metrics). We can easily extend the baseline scheduling algorithm
into a dynamic programming algorithm (shown in Algorithm 5) to solve it optimally with
the same payment rule. The key part of this algorithm relies on the three-dimensional table
table, where table[i, B, r] represents the maximum total estimated quality we could have
considering first i candidates with budget B for r assignments. For every transition, there
are two cases (line 8 and line 11), representing (1) current candidate is not worthwhile, or
not affordable, or not needed as all assignments are fulfilled, and (2) current candidate can
be attempted for the assignment, respectively. More specifically, the time complexity of this
approach is O(NBR), where N is the total number of candidates, B is the budget and R
is the number of transcoding viewers needed.

Computational efficiency is extremely important for a delay-sensitive system like our
studied one, while our pseudo-polynomial algorithm may take a long time if the given
B is large and the minimum budget metric is small. We therefore improve it with an
efficient comprehensive algorithm using the specifically selected data structures, as shown
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Algorithm 4 GetThreshold
1: Input: Budget Bj
2: Sort V in decreasing order of S(vi)/bi
3: X ← ∅, i← 0
4: while bi ≤ S(vi)B/S(X ∪ vi) do
5: X ← X ∪ vi
6: i← i+ 1
7: end while
8: p← B/S(X)
9: return p

in Algorithm 6. Similar to the baseline scheduler, the comprehensive scheduler calculates
the price threshold and orders all candidates (line 2-3). Then, in each round, it pushes the
remaining most stable candidate into a priority queue with its reasonable payment as key
(line 10-16), and smaller keys means higher priority. Prior to each round, the scheduler
checks whether the budget can afford the cheapest R candidates in the priority queue (line
7-9), and assigns these candidates if affordable. Finally, if we could not afford R cheapest
ones among all candidates, we select as many cheapest candidates as we can. As the priority
queue is normally implemented with heap, and R usually is a small and constant number,
the worst case time complexity of Algorithm 6 is O(Nlog(N)), where N is the total number
of candidates. We next show Algorithm 6 can provide an optimal solution under the given
payment rule in certain situations.

Notice that when a user abandons the transcoding task during the process of transcod-
ing, the system will select the next possible candidate according to the price threshold. If
the budget is running out or no users satisfy the threshold, cloud will be evoked to guarantee
the stability of transcoding processes, which incurs higher cost.

Theorem 7. Algorithm 6 can provide an optimal solution under the given payment rule, if
the bids from viewers are randomly distributed and the number of viewers N is sufficiently
large.

Proof. We prove the above theorem by considering two cases, i.e., when the budget Bj is
sufficiently large, and when it is not. In the first case, with a sufficiently large budget, the
optimal solution would choose the top R most qualified candidates whose bi is no more
than its pi, to maximize the total estimated quality. Since algorithm 6 attempts from the
most stable candidates as well, it ends up with exactly the same schedule as the optimal
one, as it terminates once it finds the top R candidates are affordable. In the second case,
the budget is not able to afford the top R most stable candidates. Given the sufficiently
large N and viewers’ Pareto Distribution against their quality, the optimal solution will
contain a set of candidates where the sum of their payment is exactly Bj , as the payment
is proportional to the quality. On the other hand, algorithm 6 will choose R candidates
with quality Bj

R∗p where p is GetThreshold(Bj). Again, the bids of these candidates are no
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Algorithm 5 Psudo-polynomial optimal approach
1: p← GetThreshold(Bj)
2: for i from 1 to N do
3: pi = p ∗ S(vi)
4: end for
5: initialize table as a three-dimensional table
6: for B from 1 to Bj do
7: for i from 1 to N do
8: for r from 1 to R do
9: if bi > pi or pi > B or r == 0 then

10: table[i, B, r]← table[i− 1, B, r]
11: else
12: v[i, B, r]← max(table[i− 1, B, r], S(vi)+
13: table[i− 1, B − pi, r − 1])
14: end if
15: record such transition in a backtrack table
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: backtrack and return the whole schedule

Algorithm 6 Comprehensive Scheduler with Strict Number of Transcoding Viewers
1: Input: Budget Bj
2: p← GetThreshold(Bj), i← 1
3: Sort V in decreasing order of S(vi)
4: Denote Q̃ as a priority queue, where items with smaller value will be at front
5: while i ≤ n do
6: minCost← the sum of top R reasonable prices in Q̃
7: if minCost ≤ Bj then
8: select these R viewers and return
9: else

10: pi = S(vi) ∗ p
11: if bi < pi then
12: push vi into Q̃ with its reasonable price pi as key
13: end if
14: i← i+ 1
15: end if
16: end while
17: select top R′ viewers from Q̃ which is the maximum number of viewers Bj can afford,

return
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the online strategy

more than their reasonable payment (bi ≤ pi). The scheduling result will have the same
total quality as optimal one. Such selection is also guaranteed to be made since bids from
viewers are randomly distributed (so that at each quality some candidates have their bids
larger than the reasonable payment and some others do not) and the number of viewers N
is sufficiently large (so that we can find R candidates at the given quality level with its bid
no more than its reasonable payment). Therefore, under the given condition, algorithm 6
will have an optimal result.

4.2.3 Online Implementation

So far we have discussed the problem in an offline manner, which assumes that we have the
whole knowledge of bid before the selection process. However, the real-world scenario could
be more complex, we cannot wait until all bids are collected from the viewers and make
the decision after that. In fact, in our interactive live streaming services, the arrivals of new
channels require instant selection of viewers. Therefore, an online algorithm is needed to
make the selection decision on-the-fly.

In this online situation, our objective remains the same, which is to find R affordable
candidates who are as qualified as possible. However, we do not know the arriving time and
order of the responding bids from candidates, yet we could not wait for all candidates to
respond as it may take too long. We observe one key difference between our online scenario
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and most other classic online problems, e.g., generalized secretary problems, is that we
indeed know how good these candidates are as we know their individual quality. Therefore,
when receiving responses, we can place the corresponding candidates in an array according
to their quality rank, and we set a rank threshold representing the lower bound of candidates
we accept. The rank threshold is initialized to be extremely strict so that only top ranked
(most qualified) candidates can be considered, and we loose it over time.

The above mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, and described in Algorithm 7 in detail.
At the beginning (line 1), the scheduler sends requests to all available qualified candidates
and waits for responses. It also initializes an empty array A of size N (line 2), where A[i]
will be used to hold the ith ranked candidate when it responds. A dynamic array bidArray
is also initialized (line 3), which is initially empty and used keep inserted candidates in
increasing order of their bids. The rankThreshold is set to 1 at the beginning, meaning we
only consider the first ranked candidate when we start. We loose the rankThreshold by 1
every time a new response is received (line 7). In the meanwhile, if the candidate at the new
rank threshold position has already responded, insert it into the bidArray (line 8-10). Then
we add the responding candidate into its corresponding position in A (line 11), and if its
rank is smaller than the rank threshold, insert it into the bidArray as well (line 12-14). At
the end of each round, we check if we can afford cheapest R currently considered candidates
in the bidArray, and make such assignment if we can (line 15-18). In terms of the payment,
the main difference between the online scenario and the offline scenario is, we cannot know
the cost performance, or the threshold, of all candidates, and therefore could not provide
the reasonable payment to those selected candidates. Instead, for each selected candidate,
we use the bid of next more expensive candidate in the bidArray as the payment (line 15-
16), to maintain truthfulness. This pricing schemes falls into the generalized second price
scheme, where the bidder in i-th position pays the bid of the (i+1)-th bidder [87] . Similar
to the offline case, when users abandon the transcoding task, we choose the next affordable
users in the bid array to fill in, and turn to cloud if no users satisfied the constraints.

Designing mechanisms to handle the strategic players in the auction usually boils down
to designing algorithms in a certain restricted way. As can be seen from our algorithms,
all above mentioned schedulers are 1) computationally efficient, given their non-exponential
time complexity; 2) individually rational, as the payment is always higher than or equal
to the bid, leaving selected viewers non-negative utility value; 3) budget feasible, since
each assignment is made only after we make sure that the payment does not exceed the
given budget; and 4) truthful, as the payment is either pre-determined (for the baseline
and comprehensive schedulers), or an uncertain number larger than the bid (for the online
scheduler). Being independent from the bid value of bidder itself, our payment scheme falls
into the posted price schemes. These schedulers can also be easily deployed at reassignment
time, and we only need to set R to 1 and set Bj to the left budget.
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Algorithm 7 Online Scheduler
1: Scheduler broadcast the transcoding request with the description of the job to all qual-

ified stable viewers
2: Initialize an empty array A of size N , where N is the number of total qualified stable

viewers
3: Initialize a dynamic array bidArray
4: Initialize rankThreshold← 1
5: while t < timeout do
6: Let respondingCandidate be the candidate returning a response
7: rankThreshold← rankThreshold+ 1
8: if A[rankThreshold] is not empty then
9: Insert A[rankThreshold] into bidArray,

10: with A[rankThreshold].bid as the sorting key
11: end if
12: A[respondingCandidate.rank]← respondingCandidate
13: if respondingCandidate.rank ≤ rankThreshold then
14: insert respondingCandidate into bidArray,
15: with respondingCandidate.bid as sorting key
16: end if
17: if sumOfBid(bidArray[2 to 1 +R]) ≤ Bj then
18: Assign bidArray[1 to R], for each assigned candidate bidArray[i],
19: provide payment bidArray[i+ 1];
20: return
21: end if
22: end while
23: select top R′ viewers from bidArray, where R′ is the maximum number of viewers the

budget Bj can afford, return
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4.3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate our framework, we have conducted extensive simulations using large scale data
captured by Twitch API. We first briefly introduce the selected datasets, and present the
methodology as well as the evaluation results after that.

4.3.1 Trace-driven Simulation Configurations and Metrics

For the simulation, we mainly used the channel-based viewer trace data captured with
Twitch API containing the join/leave record of viewers in certain channels from January 25
to February 27, 2015. Each entry includes the viewer ID, time of the action and the action
type (“Join” or “part”). In total, we collected 11,314,442 “JOIN” records and 11,334,140
“PART” records. The selected part of the record contains 270,105 unique viewers, and this
partial viewer trace has the same trend as that of the entire record we captured. Since current
video transcoding services offered by Amazon, the dominant player in cloud industry, still
could not offer live streaming transcoding. Interactive live streaming service providers just
purchase instances in IaaS to implement their transcoding services. Therefore, we use the
price of default instance type, m4.large instance, as the cost for transcoding a task. For
each viewer, we randomly assign a bid between 0 and 2 times the price of cloud instance
to represent the minimum reward this viewer is willing to receive in order to conduct the
transcoding work. As for channels, since the top 10% channels attract around 98% of the
total viewers, we only regard these top 10% channels as our targeted channels, which we will
provide transcoding services to. We then scale up/down the channel trace to have different
viewer to channel ratios (referred as viewer-to-channel ratio, or V/C ratio) based on the
record of all channels we captured, which was recorded every five minutes, from February
2015 to June 2015. In such time-based record we have the detailed information of all live
channels during the captured period, such as the total channel number and viewer number,
which are used to estimate the average channel to viewer ratio in our simulation. Also, each
channel will be assigned with a random budget. To test the performance of our approach
under different financial circumstances, we have generated 5 groups of test data at different
budget levels. Generally, the budget of a channel is set to be proportional to the viewer
number of that channel.

We use re-assignment number, cross region assignment number, and cost as our per-
formance metrics. Re-assignment number changes when viewers abandon their transcoding
tasks in the middle of streaming process, and the service provider has to find new viewers to
take these tasks. Re-assignment brings system overhead, especially latency for reassigning
and short absence of the target quality version during the reassigning period. Cross region
assignment number changes when no qualified viewers can be found locally under the cur-
rent budget level, and the service provider has to turn to cloud for help. Cost is defined as
the sum of payments to finish all transcoding tasks. We thus want these metrics as small
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as possible. We evaluate our system performance under different budget constraints and
viewer/channel ratios.

4.3.2 Evaluation Results

For comparison, we implemented the baseline scheduler, the comprehensive scheduler, and
the online scheduler, under a variety of budget levels and V/C ratios. The existing industry
solutions apply a pure cloud solution, which is far more expensive than our cloud-edge
collaborative solutions. The difference in cost could reach over 80%, and thus we omit
it here and only compare the performances of our solutions under different offline/online
scenarios.

We first conduct simulation to see the number of cross-region assignments under various
conditions. Regarding to different V/C ratios, the results of three schedulers are similar in
respect to their relative performance. Thus we only report the results when V/C = 200 in
Fig. 4.3a. Notably, the advantage of the comprehensive scheduler under low budget level,
compared to the baseline scheduler, is more remarkable at higher V/C ratio. From Fig 4.3a,
we can easily see that both offline approaches (baseline and comprehensive) perform sim-
ilarly at high budget level. On the other hand, the difference becomes obvious when the
budget is scarce, in which case the comprehensive scheduler has better performance. The
online scheduler however has much better performance, as it only has 1/6 to 1/3 cross-region
assignments of the offline strategies. Interestingly, this however is mainly because the online
mechanism does not have the requirement on the cost performance for each candidate, so
that all candidates with different bid value (even those with too high bid) can be chosen.

In terms of the reassignment, as can be seen from Fig. 4.3b, the results of the baseline
scheduler and the comprehensive scheduler again are similar, and are around 50% higher
than that of the online scheduler, except the case where the budget level is extremely low.
The lower reassignment count at budget level 10 is mainly caused by the high cross-region
assignment count, such that many assignments are not initially made locally and thus will
not trigger reassignment later. The results of the online scheduler however remain the same
across all budget levels, indicating that it has more stable performance once the assignment
is made.

We also measure the cost of our approaches under different budget levels and V/C ratios.
As shown in Fig. 4.4a, Fig. 4.4b and Fig. 4.5a, once again we see the results being very
similar under different V/C ratios. The baseline scheduler and comprehensive scheduler have
similar costs under different budget levels, while the online scheduler has upto 50% higher
cost than the previous two. Notice that the online scheduler achieves lower reassignment
and cross-region assignment counts than other offline approaches, but has higher cost. This
is because the payment made to the viewers are determined differently in offline scheduler
and online scheduler. On the other hand, offline schedulers can decide the optimal cost
with all bids information in place. While for the online scheduler, since there is no oracle
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Figure 4.3: Stability analysis under different budget levels when V/C=200
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knowledge on the arrival of bids, the payment is greatly influenced by the arriving patterns,
which makes the cost higher than the offline situations.

Additionally, for the online scheduler in particular, we compare its average result with
the optimal case and worst case. The optimal case is where the responding candidate come
in decreasing order of quality, while the worst case is the opposite. Fig. 4.5b shows the
results of reassignment count. We see the average result is much closer to the optimal case
than to the worst case, especially at high budget level. This also confirms the overall great
performance of the online scheduler. Note that, the optimal case here can also be regarded
as an offline deployment of the online scheduler.

In short, the online scheduler has significantly better performance compared to the other
two, in terms of reassignment count and cross-region assignment count, while without having
extra cost overall. Interestingly, the online scheduler however benefits from being not able to
calculate the threshold p in the online manner, such that it has more freedom to choose more
stable candidate, even with partially overmuch payment. The results also indirectly reveal
that the threshold-based mechanism of making reasonable assignment/payment based on
cost performance, which is suitable for crowdsourced work in general, may not be suitable
in our scenario.

We further measures the reassignment and cross-region assignment count with low bud-
get and median V/C ratio, under different waiting threshold, as such settings provide the
most obvious result. From Fig. 4.6a, we clearly see the trade-off between cross-region as-
signment and reassignment for each scheduler, as in all results they always go towards the
opposite directions. The baseline scheduler and comprehensive scheduler have similar re-
sults, while the comprehensive scheduler has sightly higher reassignment count but much
lower cross-region assignment count. The online scheduler has much better performance in
terms of both metrics. With higher the budget level, the results remain similar overall but
the difference between the baseline and comprehensive approach become smaller.

Additionally, we present the total cost of different approaches with median budget level
in Fig. 4.6b. Again, we see the baseline and comprehensive approach have similar results,
which increase as the waiting threshold goes up. This is mainly because with a higher
waiting threshold, the selected candidates have higher quality and thus higher reasonable
payment, leading to higher cost overall. The online scheduler however, has lower cost as
waiting threshold increases. This is mainly caused by the increasing number of cross-region
assignment, which is the dominant factor in this scenario. In conclusion, the large viewer
base and V/C ratio allow us to have a larger waiting threshold upto 200 minutes, and the
online scheduler is much less affected by the change of waiting threshold compared to the
other two schedulers.
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Figure 4.4: Cost comparison under different V/C values
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4.4 System-level Evaluation

4.4.1 Prototype Setup

We implemented a prototype of our framework with online scheduler on the PlanetLab.
In our prototype, we use 5 PlanetLab nodes with similar network conditions as regional
servers, 2 in North America (NA), 1 in Asia and 2 in Europe (EU), and other nodes as
viewers. In total 377 nodes are used. During the experiment, each viewer node imitates an
actual viewer behavior by joining the nearest regional server at a random time, staying for
a duration according to the Pareto distribution, and leaving. Each viewer also submits a bid
randomly. The regional server keeps track of all stable candidates, and assign transcoding
assignment with a payment calculated at the same time. The selected candidates use ffmpeg
to transcode a high quality video sent from the regional server using TCP, into a low quality
versions, which are then sent back to the server. We use a 3.5Mbps 1080p video as our source
video and set 2.5Mbps 720p as the target quality. Each video slice is of 1 second.

4.4.2 System Performance Results

We first measure the percentage of stable viewers in the system after it runs for 60 minutes.
As shown in Fig. 4.7a, with a 60-minute waiting threshold, around 60% of the online viewers
are stable, after the system stabilized at around 30 minutes. The two red lines show that
the portion of stable viewers is always between 49% and 76%, which also confirms our
simulation results. The experiment scheduling result, in terms of reassignment, cross-region
assignment and cost, is similar to that of our large-scale simulation. This is expected given
that in both simulations and experiments the viewers statistically follow the same shifted
Pareto Distribution. We therefore focus on the streaming performance. Fig. 4.7b shows
the streaming delay variance perceived by five regional servers. We see that the streaming
latency in North America is much lower than that in other regions. This reveals that viewers
watching distinct quality versions of the same channel may perceive highly different delay,
which severely affects the online interaction between broadcasters and viewers. For example,
viewers with lower latency may become spoilers describing a scene (in chat) which is going
to be watched by others a few seconds later. Also, given the delay variance within the same
region, the reassignment even itself may introduce a new delay difference, which may freeze
the streaming for a short period. A solution to such issue is to introduce a short pre-set
delay for each channel, as well as a penalty to the scheduler when assigning candidates with
highly variant delays.

In short, our experiment shows the feasibility of the proposed framework, and confirms
the simulation results. It on the other hand also indicates the potential issues caused by the
candidate delay variance, which calls for further enhancement as mentioned above.
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4.5 Related Work

The wide popularity of Twitch-like applications indicates the emergency of novel interactive
live streaming services, where massive immature broadcasters stream their contents through
ordinary video devices over the Internet. Some pioneer works have studied such emerging
system from both social perspective (e.g., online community) [57] [47] [83] and the techni-
cal perspective (e.g., streaming performance, user experience) [17] [75]. Attracted by the
elasticity in computing power and “pay-as-you-go" billing model, cloud naturally becomes
the choice for supporting such service. Chen et al. [31] design cloud leasing strategies to
optimize cloud site allocation for geo-distributed broadcasters. However, for CLS platforms
with massive broadcasters but charge nothing from the viewers, cloud-based approaches are
expensive. He et al. [48] have studied the potential of edge viewers in the CLS systems, and
put forward a viewer transcoding framework based on voluntary participation of viewers.
Nevertheless, altruistic assumption or naive fixed price incentive approach could not fully
motivate users to take these computation-intensive tasks and truly reduce cost.

Auctions have been widely used to solve the incentive problems in various scenarios, like
crowdsourcing, spectrum sharing, P2P networks, etc. For crowdsourced tasks, Singer et al.
[80] have used auctions for providing incentive with budget constraints. The context-specific
requirements in our personal livecast applications make their approaches cannot be directly
applied to our scenario. For instance, they target at minimizing payment or maximizing
tasks, while we focus on maximizing the quality of users for conducting the transcoding
services. For P2P networks, a taxation-based incentive mechanism is proposed to guarantee
fairness, efficiency, and incentive in layered video coding [51] . Maharjan et al. [67] stud-
ies cloud-enabled multimedia crowdsourcing, and drive the optimal reward for recruiting
broadcasters to do multimedia-based tasks based on the knowledge of utility functions. Un-
like this utility based approach, our auction approach does not rely on the knowledge of
utility function and tries to make decisions using the bid information as well as the user his-
tory statistics. There are few research works on addressing incentive problems in interactive
streaming context. A recent work studies the same cloud-edge transcoding services in per-
sonal livecast applications[109]. They focus on applying redundancy principle to improve
the reliability of this service and maximizing the expected social welfare. Different from
works in the pure distributed networks and the recent works in livecast transcoding, we
studied the incentive issue with budget constraint to maximize the quality of users directly
to improve stability and reduce latency.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed low-latency, cost-efficient mechanisms for transcoding big video
data in the personal livecast applications. Specifically, we examined the potential of involv-
ing end viewers into transcoding big video data from massive broadcasters to lower the
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computation cost and reduce latency. Our mechanisms assign qualified viewers to channels
for transcoding tasks and determine the right amount of money to motivate them under the
budget constraints. Our large-scale trace-driven simulation proved the superiority of the on-
line scheduler, while our PlanetLab-based experiment further revealed a series of potential
issues and suggested corresponding enhancements for practical deployment.
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Chapter 5

Towards Reliable Cloud-Crowd
Collaborative Transcoding

In our previous chapter, involving one viewer for taking one transcoding task may still be
unstable considering the dynamics of viewers as can be observed in the evaluation results.
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of recruiting multiple viewers to take one task,
increasing its reliability through redundancy. Mechanisms need to be carefully designed for
such a many-to-one mapping situation, especially considering the uncertain behaviours of
viewers.

In the following chapter, Section 5.1 discusses the challenges for having a cloud-crowd
collaborative system. Section 5.2 presents the formal formulation of our problem and other
desirable goals. Section 5.3 presents the detailed mechanism design for broadcasting work-
loads. We evaluate our design through trace-driven simulations in Section 5.4. Section 5.6
summarizes the whole chapter.

5.1 Challenges and Principles

5.1.1 Why a Cloud-Crowd Collaborative System?

Most CLS platforms start primarily as a place to watch livestreamed contents and re-
cently have began to diversify their content sources. Take Twitch for example, broadcasters
normally livestream their game content to viewers and interact with them through chat

Broadcaster
Ingress
Server

Cloud

Viewers CDN

Broadcaster
Ingress
Server

Cloud

Viewers

CDN

Viewer for 
Transcoding

Figure 5.1: Effects of local popularity on latency reduction
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messages. Besides these broadcasting workloads, Twitch also enables "Uploads" in late 2016,
allowing broadcasters to upload pre-recorded content and publish later [9], to which we re-
fer as pre-recorded video workloads. For both types of workloads, the heterogeneous source
formats and network/viewer device configurations require videos to be transcoded into mul-
tiple representations. However, they have different requirements for transcoding processes.
For broadcasting workloads, each live session requires non-stop transcoding service with low
latency, so that viewers can receive their desired video formats with small startup delay and
keep interacting with broadcasters with no interruptions. Pre-recorded workloads, however,
are interruption-tolerant as long as the user-defined playback deadline is met. The diversity
of service types without a doubt increases the demand for computational resources and
calls for more efficient cost management to meet heterogeneous Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements.

For CLS, involving crowd into the transcoding processes is expected to greatly reduce
latency. Though cloud providers keep opening up new service regions in recent years, the na-
ture of centralized datacenter-based cloud determines that the distribution of broadcasters
and viewers in existing CLS platforms is far more diverse than these datacenters. There-
fore, the distance between broadcasters to the closest cloud datacenter can still be too far
to meet latency requirements. 90% users could have an over 200 ms interaction latency with
the naive deployment on cloud [91]. What is more, after carefully examining the viewer-
broadcaster trace we have, unlike the traditional live streaming services where viewers of
popular streams tend to be evenly distributed [64], geo-distribution of viewers for a specific
broadcasters is highly skewed (48% of broadcasters have their viewers totally in the same
region) in our studied CLS services1. Since most viewers that consume a stream locate in
the same region as the broadcasters, allowing local viewers transcode the same stream will
greatly reduce the communication distance from broadcasters to viewers. Fig.5.1 illustrates
how latency reduction can be achieved by allowing local crowd to transcode the local stream
thanks to the local popularity of some channels. In addition to latency reduction, reducing
cost is another benefit that a Cloud-Crowd collaborative system could bring. Current cloud
providers possessing strong pricing power offer rigid pricing schemes for cloud users. It is
difficult to incorporate new pricing polices or bargain with the cloud to get reasonable prices
for different use cases. While hiring viewers gives us flexible pricing power, viewers with dif-
ferent levels of willingness to pay can be guided into much lower trading prices under the
proper pricing mechanism without hurting their own interest at the same time.

If we want to totally rely on distributed crowds, their reliability still can be the top con-
cern like previous peer-based distributed systems. Without the strict Service Level Agree-

1We suspect that it is because the content in CLS is more user-generated rather than the big event focused
live streaming like before. Viewers are more interested in knowing the broadcasters in their proximity driven
by the social purpose.
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Figure 5.2: Redundancy illustration: simultaneous redundancy for broadcasting live video
workloads and sequential redundancy for pre-recorded video workloads

ments (SLA) like they formed between cloud providers and cloud users, it is hard to build
a reliable system, especially for our CLS. As a practical system, facing tasks with QoS re-
quirements and dynamic supply of computational power from viewers, it is still a wise choice
to combine crowd with cloud. This hybrid mode allows us to extend the cloud computing
paradigm to network edges with end user clients serving as a complementary component of
cloud computing.

5.1.2 Why Redundancy Helps?

Although assigning transcoding tasks to viewers may help reduce cost and latency, involving
these viewers actually presents unique challenges for each workload type. First, to lower the
acceptance barrier of such system, we envision that viewers would only do transcoding when
they are surfing CLS platforms, which means that their duration for transcoding varies. Un-
like entirely relying on cloud where instances are guaranteed by strict SLA, analysis of our
trace shows that the duration of viewers for staying in the platform follows Pareto distribu-
tion with varying parameters. This heterogeneous participation behaviour greatly challenges
the broadcasting transcoding workloads, since assigning tasks to unstable viewers definitely
makes the transcoding inconsistent. Second, task execution performances of viewers (e.g.,
total task execution time) greatly vary due to their heterogeneous computing power. The
diverse task execution time greatly challenges pre-recorded video workloads since assigning
tasks to random viewers may make tasks miss their deadlines.

The redundancy principle has been widely applied to mitigate uncertainty and improve
system performances in distributed systems [81, 43, 77, 88]. In our scenario, we devise differ-
ent redundancy strategies for different types of workloads. Broadcasting live video workloads
value continuous transcoding without any interruptions; Pre-recorded video workloads value
finishing the transcoding before a overall deadline. Correspondingly, we recruit redundant
viewers simultaneously to mitigate viewers’ uncertainty in broadcasting workloads so that
redundant viewers can instantly compensate for the loss brought by the free rider, and re-
cruit redundant viewers sequentially to mitigate viewers’ uncertainty in pre-recorded video
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workloads so that redundant viewers can fill in to guarantee finishing the task before the
deadline. For instance, as illustrated in Fig.5.2, for a broadcasting task in the left subfigure,
assume that each viewer i has its own probability pi for leaving the system within a given
session period. Introducing one more redundant viewer, viewer 2, to work along with the
initial viewer, viewer 1, changes the probability of successfully transcoding a live session
without interruption from 1− p1 to 1− p1p2. For pre-recorded video workloads in the right
subfigure, assume that each worker has an individual probability for finishing the task be-
fore deadlines reflecting its heterogeneous computing power and load situations. Assigning a
pre-recorded video task to a viewer, viewer 1, with smaller capability (usually with smaller
cost as well) first, followed by a more powerful one, viewer 2, may be more cost efficient
than simply assigning this task to the viewer with the strongest computing power, viewer 3.
It is also worth noting that deploying redundant instances at different regions to guarantee
the continuity of the transcoding has already become an option in major streaming host-
ing service platforms, like Wowza. But apart from the simultaneous redundancy, we also
consider the sequential redundancy for pre-recorded workloads, more importantly, how to
incorporate these solutions into our auction design when interacting with the independent,
self-interest viewers.

5.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

5.2.1 System Model

Globally, our system is divided into multiple regions, where each region has its own regional
datacenter (referred to as “ingress server”) for ingesting source videos, assigning transcoding
tasks to viewers or cloud. The streaming segments after being transcoded are forwarded to
CDN for further delivery. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the overall design of our cloud-crowd transcod-
ing system. Specifically, source broadcasting contents are first collected by the ingress server
through protocols such as RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol). Several viewers will then
be selected for transcoding according to certain criteria. Unmatched tasks after this selection
or during the broadcasting process will be sent to cloud if no further satisfiable transcod-
ing viewers can be found locally. The selected viewers and cloud servers transcode video
contents into different quality versions and send them to CDN serving all viewers.

A live session with source format 1080p60fps will be transcoded into 720p60fps, 720p30fps,
540p30fps, etc., according to current twitch settings. Each representation of this live session
represents a task that needs to be transcoded in our scenario. We leverage similar streaming
test module like Twitch Inspector2 in the existing Twitch platform to evaluate the network
performance of viewers. Only viewers passing the minimum bandwidth requirement can be
added into the candidate pool. After this initial capability evaluation, we have a viewer

2https://inspector.twitch.tv
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set N = {1, 2..., |N |} and a transcoding task set M = {1, 2, ..., |M |} in our system. Let
cli,j denote the cost of viewer i ∈ N for taking a transcoding task j ∈ M in broadcasting
workloads, and pli,j denote the probability for failing to complete task j, namely viewer i
leaves the platform before the end of its serviced transcoding task j. Similarly, we have cdi,j
for the cost of viewer i in taking the pre-recorded video task j and pdi,j for the probability
of completing its assigned task before the deadline. The cost of viewers reflecting their will-
ingness to accept the task can be influenced by various factors, like their regional electricity
price, making their willingness vary from person to person.

Each viewer thus has a type θi = (cτi , pτi ) where τ ∈ {l, d} represents the total type set
of workload. Specifically, (cli, pli) = {(cli,j , pli,j),∀j ∈ M} for broadcasting tasks; (cdi , pdi ) =
{(cdi,j , pdi,j),∀j ∈M}for pre-recorded video tasks. Let θ̂i = (ĉτi , p̂τi ) denote the declared type
(bid) of viewer i since selfish viewers may misreport their types to gain better utility. Let
θ−i = (θ1, ..., θi−1, θi+1, ..., θN ) be the profile types of all viewers except i, and (θi, θ−i)
completes the whole profile of all viewers, θ. We adopt the direct revelation principle in
mechanism design to design auctions since it provides clear input information and allows
us to focus on devising direct mechanisms in our auction. Following the direct revelation
principle, a mapping function π, which includes an allocation mechanism (also known as
social choice function) f and a payment mechanism λ, maps collected types to result R.
θ1×θ2×...×θn → R in our auction mechanism. Given one collected type input, the allocation
and payment results of all viewers, (f1, f2, ...f|N |, λ1, λ2, ..., λ|N |), form one resulting result
r ∈ R. Since the selected viewer may leave the transcoding task during the transcoding
process or fail to complete the transcoding task before the deadline probabilistically, we
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Table 5.1: Table of important notations

Symbol Definition
π auction mechanisms, including f and λ
f , λ allocation policy, payment policy
τ workload type set

θi = (p, c) type of viewer i, including uncertainty p and cost c
Vj valuation for task j

w(π(θ)) expected social welfare under current profile type θ
Bj redundancy capacity of task j
γ eventual execution result
ci,j cost of viewer i in taking task j

denote the eventual task execution result as a vector γ, where γj ∈ γ is 1 if the task j

allocated to viewers is completed, 0 otherwise. The utility for viewer i follows commonly
used quasi-linear utility form and is denoted as ui = E{λ(θi,γ)− ci(fi(θi))}. Utility for the
ingest server, acting as the auctioneer, is E{

∑
j∈M Vj(θi,γ)−

∑
i∈N λ(θi,γ)}. The valuation

for a transcoding task j, Vj , can be defined as any valuable metrics that are important
to service provider measured in currency, like possible revenue of this channel. The social
welfare in turn is w(π(θ)) = E{

∑
j∈M Vj(θ,γ) −

∑
i∈N ci(fi(θi))}. Social welfare can be

regarded as a generalization of common performance metrics, such as utilization, to a setting
with utility-weighted tasks and operation costs.

A good mechanism is expected to satisfy social efficiency, individual rationality and
incentive compatibility. We summarizes important notations in Table 5.1 and present the
formal definition of these desirable properties in the following for clarification and proof
purpose.

Definition 4. A mechanism is ex-post incentive compatible, if for every bidder i and val-
uation type θi = (cτi , cτi ), declaring their true type θi is the best response given all other
players declare their true type θ−i. Namely,

ui(π(cτi , cτ−i, pτi , pτ−i)) ≥ ui(π(ĉτi , cτ−i, p̂τi , pτ−i))

Definition 5. A mechanism is ex-post individual rationality, if for every bidder i, any
profile type θi = (cτi , cτi ) and θ−i, its expected utility is always non-negative if being selected.
Namely,

E{ui(π(cτi , cτ−i, pτi , pτ−i))} ≥ 0

Definition 6. A mechanism achieves ex-post social efficiency, if, given any profile types θ
, its allocation policy f∗ maximizes the sum of utilities of all bidders and auctioneer in the
system in expectation. Namely,

Ef∗{w(π(θi, θ−i))} ≥ Ef ′{w(π(θi, θ−i))}
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5.2.2 Social Welfare Maximization for Cloud-Crowd Collaboration

In our studied cloud-crowd collaborative system, we aim at maximizing the system wide
utility, social welfare, in expectation given the private cost and uncertainty for finishing
different type of workloads. To help describe our formulation, we introduce a set of 0-1
variable xτi,j for each pair of viewer and task. Variable xτi,j equals one if viewer vi is assigned
for task j of type τ . B is maximum number of viewers allowed for each task j. We formally
formulate our problem in the following:

max E{
∑
j∈M

Vj(θ,γ)−
∑
i∈N

ci(fi(θi))} (5.1)

s.t.
∑
i

xτi,j ≤ Bj ,∀j ∈M,∀τ (5.2)

xi ∈ {0, 1},∀i, Bj ∈ Z∗+,∀j (5.3)

Constraint (5.2) denotes that the number of viewers selected for a task j should be
smaller than the required redundancy capacity; Previous works in cloud-based transcoding
propose methods to estimate the transcoding resources needed by each transcoding task,
and assign tasks to instances within their capability during the task assignment process[17].
Thanks to the abundant candidate pool from the crowd, we design our system to require each
viewer only transcode one task of one type at one time to simplify the complex estimation
process. If we choose to multiplex multiple tasks on a single viewer, we can easily relax
this constraint to other values which does not affect the mechanism we proposed to get the
optimal solution.

5.3 Mechanism Design for Cloud-Crowd Collaborative Transcod-
ing

5.3.1 Transcoding the Broadcasting Workloads in C2

We first demonstrate how to design mechanisms to handle broadcasting workloads and apply
the redundancy principle to improve social welfare further. For broadcasting workloads,
each live session requires non-stop transcoding service with low latency, so that viewers can
constantly receive their desired video formats. To guarantee this continuity in transcoding
service, it is suboptimal to just select one viewer for transcoding one representation of a
channel and start selecting another new viewer after the previous viewer abandons task
abruptly. In contrast, having multiple viewers transcode one representation of a channel
simultaneously can greatly improve social welfare and guarantee availability of the live
session at all representations.

Following direct revelation principle, if we want to involve uncertain viewers into our
transcoding process, explicitly asking for their probabilities of completing those transcoding
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tasks seems to be the most straightforward approach. However, self-interested viewers may
misreport their probability, claiming to be more competent than they really are, to win
the rewards. Even worse, the classical auction mechanism, like VCG mechanism, cannot be
directly applied to our scenario to guarantee truthfulness in bidding due to its deterministic
nature. Naively adding probability into it can jeopardize the truthfulness of the whole
mechanism [71]. In our game theoretic scenario, each viewer knows its own probability
for finishing a task and the auctioneer knows the actual execution result of each task.
Our objective hence is to design a probabilistic auction mechanism to guarantee desirable
economic properties, like incentive compatibility in cost and likelihood for finishing the
transcoding and maximize social welfare at the same time.

Our mechanism, presented in Algorithm 8, has two parts: the allocation mechanism
and the payment determination mechanism. For the allocation part, we select viewers to
transcode our tasks so that the expected social welfare of the whole system can be maxi-
mized. We need to solve our problem optimally, since any non-exact solution can harm the
incentive compatibility and individual rationality of our mechanism as we will see in the
proof. After observing that every scheduling decision binds with a quantifiable cost, we plan
to adopt a graph-based declarative description to our problem. However, finding the appro-
priate graph structure to encode the constraints and our goals is not that straightforward.
Bipartite matching with N and M on each side can describe one-to-one channel-to-task
assignments, but fails to capture the redundancy design in our mechanism. Simply adding
dummy task on one side cannot reflect different contribution to the social welfare due to
different combinations of viewers-task pair. By adding another set of vertex other than
source/sink, N , and M , we manage to represent our social welfare maximization problem
into a min-cost flow problem.

We refer to the viewers that being selected for a task as the viewer group setting for this
task. Given a set of viewers N , a set of transcoding task M , and the constraints defined in
formulation, we construct a flow network G = {N ∪D∪M ∪{s, t}, E}, where D represents
possible combinations for all tasks (v1, v2, ..., v|B|),∀vi ∈ N . The supply of s and the demand
of t are all |M | in value. The capacity of any edge between D and M is set to be 1. The
cost of any edge between D and M is set to be −ue = Vj(1−

∏
pli,j)−

∑
i ci,j ,∀j ∈ N, ∀i ∈

D. Notice that normally a min-cost flow problem works when all costs are non-negative.
We can transform edges with negative cost to edges with non-negative cost using edge
reversal transformation techniques. After transforming to min-cost flow problem, based on
the integral flow theorem [15], we know that our min-cost flow problem can be solved
optimally. Equivalently, our social welfare maximization problem can be optimized, given
the truthful telling from viewers.

Achieving incentive compatibility in the uncertainty of viewer behaviour thus becomes
the key challenge of our whole mechanism. We solve this by binding payment for a viewer
with the actual outcome of its assigned transcoding task, namely, whether the allocated
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task for this viewer has been successfully transcoded or not. Specifically, the payment for
a selected viewer i would be the expected social welfare of others (excluding the cost of i)
minus the expected social welfare without the existence of viewer at all, w(π(cl−i, pli, θ−i))−
w(π(θ−i)), if viewer i finished this task. The first item in this payment formula excludes the
cost of its own to avoid manipulation. The dependence of payment on real execution result
further guarantees incentive compatibility. If the selected task is not successfully transcoded,
our mechanism incurs a penalty for this viewer, which equals the expected social welfare
without the existence of viewer, −w(π(θ−i)). This penalty is necessary for us to prove the
incentive compatibility in uncertainty. Since some tasks may fail to find desirable viewers
and uncertain viewers may still leave the task during the transcoding process, we use cloud
to guarantee a continuous transcoding process. Cloud thus is treated as a special bidder in
our system whose cost is a public information.

Algorithm 8 The auction mechanism for C2
1: //The allocation mechanism
2: for all task j in M do
3: Construct a flow network G = {N ∪M ∪D ∪ {s, t}, E}
4: Select Bj viewers for each task j based on the solution of min-cost flow problem

arg minj∈N (
∑
cost(e)),∀e ∈ E

5: end for
6: //The payment mechanism:
7: while a live session ends or a channel reaches its publishing deadline do
8: if γj = 1 then
9: λi = w(π(cl−i, pli, θ−i))− w(π(θ−i)), ∀i ∈ {i|fi = j}

10: else
11: λi = −w(π(θ−i)),∀i ∈ {i|fi = j}
12: end if
13: end while

Before the formal proof, we use a small, simplified example to help understand how our
mechanism works in one task scenario, even though our previous mechanism is designed to
work under multiple tasks scenarios. Suppose we have one broadcasting task of value 10,
two viewers, A and B, with type (2, 0.3) and (4, 0.2) respectively, where the second term is
the probability of this viewer leaving the task within the assigned session. The redundancy
level of task is 1. The optimal strategy thus is to choose viewer A with the expected social
welfare 5 (social efficiency). The payment for viewer A is 10 − (0.8 × 10 − 4) = 6 if it
succeeded, and -4 otherwise. Its expected utility becomes 0.7× 6− 0.3× 4− 2 = 0.1, which
is greater than 0 (individual rationality). Even if B lies about its probability as 0, claiming
that it will stick to the transcoding to the end, it actually has a negative expected utility:
0.8× 5− 0.2× 5− 4 = −1, which prevents it from doing that (incentive compatibility).

Theorem 8. Our proposed auction mechanism guarantees social efficiency in expectation.

This theorem is obvious since we solve our problem optimally.
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Theorem 9. Our proposed auction mechanism guarantees ex-post individual rationality.

Proof. We start by again observing the expectation of utility of a viewer i, when declaring
(cli, pli),

ui = E{w(π(cl−i, pli, θ−i),γ)− w(π(θ−i))− ci(fi(θi))} =

E{w(π(cl
i,pl

i, θ−i),γ)} −E{w(π(θ−i))}.

Due to the optimality of our allocation mechanism, we have w(π(cli, pli, θ−i),γ) ≥ w(π(θ−i)),
which proves that the expected utility of a viewer is non negative.

Theorem 10. Our proposed auction mechanism guarantees ex-post incentive compatibility
in expectation.

Proof. Since we are targeting at ex-post incentive compatibility, assume other viewers all
submit true types (cl−i, pl−i), we need to show that for viewer i, its expected utility when
declaring (cli, pli) is not less than the utility when declaring (ĉli, p̂li). The utility of i, when
declaring (cli, pli), is ui = E{λ(θi,γ) − ci(fi(θi))} = E{w(π(cl

−i,pl
i, θ−i),γ)−w(π(θ−i)) −

ci(fi(θi))}. Social welfare component based only on the assignment of π(θ−i) is independent
of i. We therefore focus on the rest, E{w(π(cl−i, pli, θ−i,γ)) − cli} which just forms the
expectation of the expected social welfare E{w(π(cli, pli, θ−i))}. Since social welfare depends
on the eventual task execution result and our mechanism calculate the optimal result, we
have E{w(π(cli, pli, θ−i)) ≥ E{w(π(ĉli, p̂li, θ−i))}. That competes the proof.

5.3.2 Transcoding the Pre-recorded Video Workloads in C2

We then demonstrate how our mechanism can handle pre-recorded video workloads with a
different redundancy strategy. Unlike broadcasting videos, the uploaded short videos only
need to be transcoded before a certain deadline. Specifically, we define the SLA on how
quickly the uploaded videos need to be available in defined representations as the dura-
tion of a video/constant time [61]. The transcoding time of each video depends on various
factors like its duration, complexity of scenes, computating power of viewers. Due to effi-
cient performance isolation and mature virtualization techniques, most of previous works
assume the performance of instances are homogeneous and stable. In contrast, viewers in
C2 obviously have heterogenous computing power, not to mention that the competition
with local workloads also makes the transcoding time even more unpredictable. This het-
erogeneous task execution time greatly challenges decision making in assigning pre-recorded
video workloads. Most of previous works deterministically estimate the transcoding time to
do further allocation, where methods range from simple linear model [59] to complex neural
networks [40]. Considering the difficulty in deterministically estimating transcoding time in
practice, Zhang et.al in [101] take empirical approaches that treat the transcoding time as
a distribution. In this paper, we also assume the transcoding time on a viewer follows its
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own distribution from a statistical perspective, given its device configurations, a video task
and its targeted resolution.

Recall that cdi,j denotes the cost of viewer i in taking the pre-recorded video task j

and pdi,j for the probability of completing its assigned task before the deadline. Facing this
private information, our goal is to select viewers to complete the task before the deadline.
Since each selected viewer may finish the task any time and transcoding pre-recorded videos
allows interruptibility, it is suboptimal to select redundant viewers to transcode the same
video concurrently in the beginning anymore. On the contrary, since a viewer may not
finish the task before the deadline, it could help if we invoke another viewer when we
think that the previous viewer will miss the deadline. In short, our problem becomes which
viewers to select, and when redundant viewers can be selected to help finishing the task.
The order of viewers for each task also matters now, we thus denote the permutation of all
viewer grouping setting options as D′, replacing the combination result D in the previous
broadcasting workloads. For pre-recorded video tasks, the expected social welfare is

w(π(θi, θ−i)) =
∑
j∈N

(Vj(1−
∏

(1− pdi,j))−
∑
i∈D′

ci,j

i−1∏
k=1

(1− pdk,j))

In our scenario, if the distribution of transcoding time is public information and has the
memoryless property, like the exponential distribution, we may derive a closed form solution
for invocation time given viewer group settings. However, it turns out that distributions of
transcoding time do not necessarily have this property, like the Gamma distribution found in
[101]. Without having distribution with memoryless property or even without knowing the
distribution information of viewers at all, calculating which viewers to choose and when to
select redundant viewers is NP-hard, while solving it sub-optimally endangers our incentive
compatibility. To guarantee our mechanism is still incentive compatibility, we design our
auction to operate in discrete time slots, where the duration of one time slot is determined
according to the duration of channels. In addition, due to limited bandwidth capacity,
management complexity, and diminishing marginal gain by having extra viewers, each task
j in our system is upper bounded by Bj . These two settings in turn reduce the feasible
solution space. According to theoretical results in [70], it is then possible to run the optimal
algorithm on this restricted solution space to achieve the incentive compatibility. Based on
this, we can now find out the optimal viewer group setting and the time to invoke redundant
viewers in polynomial time. Calculating payment for each selected viewer still follows the
policy we defined in the previous section only with different calculations for expected social
welfare.

Theorem 11. After reducing the solution space through time discretion and bounding redun-
dancy level, our proposed auction mechanism still guarantees ex-post incentive compatibility
in expectation.
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Since the determination of time slot and redundancy level is independent of viewers’
type, and our mechanism still finds out the optimal solution under this restricted solution
space (range), namely, our mechanisms find the maximal solution in its range, according to
[70], no viewer can increase its social welfare by misreporting. Our mechanism still guaran-
tees ex-post incentive compatibility.

We will use another toy example to demonstrate how our mechanism work under pre-
recorded video workloads. Suppose we have one transcoding task of value 10, lasting 40
mins. In a 1/2 SLA requirement, this task is expected to be transcoded within 20 mins
after upload. The time slot duration in our system is set to be 10 mins. We also have
three viewers, A, B, and C with type (2, 0.3), (4, 0.8), (3, 0.6), where the probability in the
second item reflects the probability of finishing the task within 10 mins. When we just
greedily select one viewer with the largest expected social welfare to fulfil the task, viewer
B with expected social welfare 10× 0.8− 4 = 4 is our choice. However, if we introduce one
more redundant viewer, the optimal choice becomes either BC or CB, all with expected
social welfare 4.6. Take BC as example, the expected social welfare of selecting these two is
10× (1− 0.2× 0.4)− 4− 3× 0.2 = 4.6. This in turn gives us larger social efficiency. Notice
that viewer C will be invoked only if viewer B failed to finish the task at the end of the
first time slot.

The known worst-case complexity bound on the min-cost flow problem for a graph with
E edges and V nodes is O{ElogV (E+V log(V ))}[73]. Since our system has far more viewers
than broadcasting channels, the overall complexity for running the mechanism in broad-
casting workloads is O{NBlog(N)}. Similarly, for pre-recorded video workloads, covering
at most T time slots, we have the overall complexity equal O{|N |BTB−1}.

5.4 Evaluation

5.4.1 Dataset and Experiment Settings

We collected the channel/broadcaster trace through Twitch’s public API from January
25 to February 27, 2015. This public API provides the game name, viewer number, and
some other related information of every broadcast channel. In the mean time, we further
captured the channel-based viewer trace through connecting to the Internet Relay Chat
(IRC) interface offered by Twitch. This trace contains over 10 million join/leave records
of viewers in certain channels in the same period. We use the price of the instance type,
m4.large, as the cost for transcoding a task in the cloud. m4.large instance is also the
default instance in the transcoding benchmark tests of major streaming hosting providers.
Bids are generated randomly between 0 and this price. Viewers with the bid value higher
than the cloud cost lose its competitive advantage with the cloud as the system can be return
back to the existing cloud-based solution and we are looking for a cost-efficient solution.
The value of a channel is calculated proportional to its accumulated popularity, number
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Figure 5.4: Impact of redundancy level (varying B)
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of viewers watching this channel over the entire time span. Default SLA on transcoding
deadline in pre-recorded video workloads is defined to be 1, namely a 150-minute duration
video uploaded at time t is expected to be available in t+ 150 time.

Uncertain behaviour For broadcasting workloads, the probability for transcoding an
entire live session is derived from the Pareto distribution with its parameters varying from
0.5 to 0.9 as observed in our trace. This varying likelihood for completing the task reflects
the heterogenous behaviour of viewers in taking our tasks. For pre-recorded video workloads,
we follow the same statistical model as in [101] where transcoding time of a specified file is
determined by its size and a random variable t reflecting the transcoding time of a unit size
segments. The distribution of t can be modelled by a Gamma distribution function in their
study, with the shape parameter ranges from 4.868 to 5.209, and the scale parameter ranges
from 0.101 to 0.145. Since not all viewers are capable of taking the transcoding tasks, we
sample only 1% of viewers from our enormous viewer pool to simulate the eligible viewers
3.

Baseline For broadcasting workloads, we compare our solution with a fully cloud-based
approach and a stability-based method where viewers are selected greedily based on its
average historical duration per cost [49]. Similarly, our baseline algorithm in pre-recorded
video workloads is another greedy algorithm, greedy-efficiency, which selects viewers with
the largest probability for finishing the task within the deadline per cost. We set a static
price as thirty percent of the cloud counterpart to motivate viewers in the stability-based
and greedy-efficiency approach.

Metrics To examine the performance of C2, we measure two important metrics: social
welfare and total service cost for both two types of workloads. The first one is the ultimate
optimization goal in our mechanism, reflecting the overall system efficiency. The second
one is the overall cost for covering the transcoding demand of all channels. In addition,
specifically for broadcasting workloads, we also measure reassignment count, which measures
the number of times all transcoding viewers leave the assigned transcoding process. This
reflects the stability of our system. Similarly, for pre-recorded video workloads, we measure
the fail count, which denotes the number of times a channel missed the transcoding deadline.
The reassignment count and the fail count can also be regarded as the metric for the
quality of services for our transcoding service, as the reconnection due to reassigment in
the broadcasting workloads could lead to livecast freezing and failing to transcode the video
before the deadline in the pre-recorded video workloads violates the service-level-agreement
promised by the service.

3According to the Steam and Twitch statistics, roughly 2% Twitch users have PCs with 4-core CPUs
operating at 3.7GHz and above, and DirectX 12 GPUs. Sampling 1% of viewers here is a conservative choice
to test the performance of C2.
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5.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis

We first conduct sensitivity analysis to see the impact of time slot size and redundancy level
on system performance, and then compare the performance of C2 with baseline approaches.

Impact of redundancy level Fig. 5.4 presents the impact of the redundancy level
on different workload types. For broadcasting workloads in Fig. 5.4a, introducing one more
redundant viewer can already reduce up to 65% reassignment than the baseline situation.
This advantage sustains over 55% in the B = 2 cases. This gain diminishes as the redundant
level increases. The average gain for increasing one more redundant viewers changes from
56% (B = 1 to B = 2) to around 25% (B = 2 to B = 3), and eventually drops to 5%
(B = 3 to B = 4). For pre-recorded video workloads in Fig. 5.4b, introducing one more
redundant viewer achieves around 70% less fail count reduction. The marginal benefit of
introducing extra redundant viewers also decreases from 70% to 25% on average. In reality,
small redundancy level like (B=2) may be suffice already considering the extra bandwidth
cost involved for having one more redundant viewer per task. Different tasks with different
values can be set with different redundancy level to guarantee the balance between cost and
stability.

Impact of time slot size We next examine the impact of time slot size on service cost
and social welfare in pre-recorded video workloads in Fig. 5.5. Service cost for transcoding
the specified number of channels increases with the increase of time slot size. Correspond-
ingly, social welfare of C2 decreases with the increase of time slot size. A smaller time slot
means we can determine when to select redundant viewers in much finer granularity, which
consequently leads to higher social welfare. Similar to the effect of redundant viewers, we
also observe the decreasing of marginal performance gain in service cost and social welfare
cases. On the other hand, setting time slot size too small will greatly increase the solution
space, which could further increase the scheduling overhead. Therefore, it also suggests that
sequential redundancy with coarse time slot granularity is suffice to guarantee the quality
of service of the pre-recorded video workloads.

5.4.3 Comparison with Baseline Methods

Fig. 5.6a presents the service cost for transcoding specified numbers of channels in broadcast-
ing workloads. C2’s exploitation of normal viewers significantly reduces cost when compared
with pure cloud implementation (e.g., by ≈ 93% compared to EC2 on-demand instance)
and outperforms static pricing schemes used in stability approach (by ≈ 86%). This demon-
strates the superiority of dynamic pricing in incentivizing viewers without introducing severe
underpricing or overpricing problems. Fig. 5.6b demonstrates that C2 achieves 58% to 62%
more social welfare than the stability-based approach. We omit the graphical presentation
of reassignment count in these situations due to the excess advantage in C2. The reassign-
ment count of the stability-based approach ranges from 220 times in 480 channels to 877
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times in 2500 channels. On the other hand, C2 just experiences reassignment 8 times in the
2500 cases. It is because that C2 does not rely on average duration history to filter reliable
viewers, instead it directly elicits true probability of finishing the task from viewers.

For pre-recorded video workloads, C2 achieves over 28% service cost reduction in most
cases than the pure cloud approach except when channel number reaches 5000 in Fig. 5.7a.
The average service cost of C2 usually is around 10% more than that of greedy-efficiency
approach. Notably, C2 in this setting procures two viewers for each transcoding task. With a
little more investment in recruiting redundant viewers, C2 achieves at least 41% more social
welfare than the greedy-efficiency approach in Fig. 5.7b. The social welfare gain even reaches
100% more than the greedy-efficiency approach when channel number is 4500. Thanks to the
efficient invocation of redundant viewers, C2 is capable of finishing much more transcoding
tasks than the greedy-efficiency approach when comparing the average fail count. When the
system has 2500 channels, C2 only misses the deadline for 30 times, as compared to 344
times in the greedy-efficiency approach. Overall, C2 keeps achieving 5 times less fail count
than the greedy approach.

5.5 Related Works

Attracted by the elasticity in computing power and the “pay-as-you-go" billing model, cloud
naturally becomes the choice for supporting video transcoding services [41, 17, 65]. Aparicio-
Pardo et al. in [17] study the appropriate target representations for transcoding to maximize
viewers’ satisfaction. Chen et al. in [31] propose a generic cloud renting framework to min-
imize leasing cost through service migration. Gao et al. in [41] present a dynamic resource
provisioning algorithm to minimize the transcoding cost based on task preemption. Li et
al. in [63] propose a on-demand video transcoding system to save up the transcoding cost
while maintaining a robust QoS for viewers.

Driven by the high cost in cloud transcoding, researchers have also studied novel ar-
chitectures to help reduce transcoding cost [94, 61]. Krishnappa et al. in [61] outsource
transcoding tasks to CDN and leverage online transcoding to improve user experience. The
involvement of viewers brings unprecedented level of uncertainty and heterogeneity to com-
puting resources which seldom appears in previous SLA guaranteed clouds. The altruistic
assumption or naive fixed price incentive approaches also could not fully motivate users to
take these computation-intensive tasks and truly reduce cost. In addition, peer transcod-
ing in P2P systems shares some familiarity with our work in leveraging peer nodes to do
transcoding [95]. However, these works mainly focus on how a tree structure can be con-
structed by peer information exchange in a distributed way. Our system still keeps a global
control plane on task scheduling; essentially, each viewer still works as a powerful node to
transcode alone. We focus on addressing the heterogeneity and uncertainty issues by using
auction to do task allocation and incentive provisioning. What is more, cloud component is
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indispensable to our system due to its critical role in keeping stability and availability for
our applications. Our solution echoes with the emerging paradigm of edge computing [42],
while we do not rely on extra deployment of dedicated edge servers. Our mechanism also of-
fers insights to scheduling in other distributed computing infrastructures with heterogenious
computing power and under the control of different entities.

Auctions have been widely used to solve the resource allocation problem and incentive
issues in varies application scenarios, like crowdsourcing [39], spectrum allocation [33], etc. It
strives to elicit the private information from players through bidding and determines the ap-
propriate reward as incentive. Since most previous auction mechanisms treat user behaviour
as a static status, they are no longer applicable to our scenario due to the stochastic viewer
computing behavior. We instead take a statistical description towards this uncertainty and
incorporate it into our bidding language. There are few research works on addressing incen-
tive problems in video streaming context. We tailor our mechanisms to explicitly meet the
requirements of our studied applications.

The most related work [49] studies a fully crowd transcoding approach. They select stable
altruistic viewers based on the knowledge of viewer distribution. An extension of this work
[108] incorporates auction to provide incentive, but they only apply the existing mechanism
and neglect the uncertain behaviour of viewers after taking the tasks, which could lead
to frequent reconnection and reassignment. We propose a cloud-crowd solution to better
guarantee the practicality of the system and assume no knowledge in viewers’ distribution.
Novel auction mechanisms incorporating the redundancy principle are designed further to
improve stability.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a novel transcoding system, C2, with a hybrid architecture
which combines the computing power of cloud and crowd together to accomplish transcod-
ing tasks in the emerging crowd-interactive livecast systems. Facing the heterogeneity of
viewers and the asymmetric information situation, we designed truthful auction mecha-
nisms to select stable viewers for transcoding and tailor redundancy strategies for different
types of workloads. We further proved theoretically that our proposed mechanism achieves
social efficiency, individual rationality, and ex-post incentive compatibility. The trace-driven
simulation demonstrated that our system achieves higher social welfare and lower service
cost than the pure cloud solution.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion, Lessons Learned, and
Future Work

In this chapter, we conclude this thesis by summarizing its contribution in Section 6.1,
reflect the lessons learned from the design and implementation of our solutions and discuss
the possible future directions for cost-effective multimedia service provisioning in Section
6.2.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we designed systems to offer cost-effective multimedia services, especially
transcoding services, via exploiting the hidden compute power located in the hand of in-
dependent users. We reveal the potential in these users to improve resource utilization,
cost-efficiency, and latency through examining the traces from the real-world applications.
We apply an algorithmic, game-theoretic approach to jointly provide incentive and system
performance. Specifically,

In cloud instance subletting, we examine the feasibility of subletting underutilized in-
stances to other users with small demand, so that the resource utilization could be improved
further. Our mechanisms provide the best possible competitive ratio in the static case and
beat the state-of-the-art commercial solutions in the more practical dynamic case. We fur-
ther prototyped such a service based on the emerging container techniques, demonstrating
negligible performance loss in such a nested design.

In crowdtranscoding, we involve unstable viewers into the system to provide low la-
tency transcoding services demanded by the emerging crowdsourced livecast services. Our
proposed algorithms successfully select stable users without violating the budget constraint.

In cloud-edge collaborative transcoding, we further incorporate the uncertainties of view-
ers into the mechanism design process and mitigate the effect of such uncertainty on the
systems by applying the redundancy principle. Our proposed probabilistic auction mecha-
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nisms successfully improve the stability of a cloud-edge collaborative transcoding system.
Eventually, it delivers a cost-effective stable transcoding service.

6.2 Lessons Learned and Future Works

We now first present several lessons learned over the process of conducting this research.
We then present our thoughts on possible directions in the future.

No universal solution Our cloud subletting services and the collaborative transcoding
services all demonstrate the great potential of dynamic pricing in cost reduction, resource
utilization improvement in the cloud scenarios. Such a potential can only be unleashed by
carefully designing the corresponding mechanisms to provide enough incentive and satisfy
the context-dependent constraints simultaneously (e.g., dynamic multiple multiple knap-
sacks in cloud subletting, uncertain viewers in the collaborative transcoding cases). The
selected economic properties in our thesis are usually economic efficiency, individual ratio-
nality, and truthfulness. There are other important properties like collusion-free, fairness.
We regard mechanisms that satisfy these extra properties as the future work.

Existing researchers usually solve resource allocation problems and pricing problems
independently. Their pricing solutions mainly aim at maximizing the provider’s revenue
or profit given the knowledge of user’s utility function. Their resource allocation solutions
mainly focus on allocating resources fairly among multiple admitted users or allocate re-
source requests into the minimum number of servers to increase resource utilization. On
the other hand, pricing has always been advocated by economists as a powerful tool to lead
the market, influences demand and supply, and allocate resources more efficiently. In previ-
ous communication networks, services are governed by several monopolies, and the growth
of demand is quite predictable. Price thus is usually determined based on potential com-
petition, not real competition. In contrast, the convenience in accessing computing power
through thes cloud has freed the demand of users; advanced communication technology en-
ables users to signal their voice, more flexible pricing schemes become a possible option to
confront the exponential growth in demand. Separation pricing from engineering scheduling
problem gives up the opportunity to influence users’ demand to achieve greater engineering
goals like more efficiency in resource utilization, alleviating server burden, etc. Obviously,
there is no panacea of mechanisms that can handle all incentive-involving problems. Identi-
fying the unique characteristics in different scenarios, formulating them into mathematical
languages, and solving them using algorithmic game theory, is challenging and interesting,
and serve as the key contribution to this field.

Need for simplicity In the short term, we believe that what possibly could barrier
novel pricing schemes from being deployed is its complexity in rules. A pricing scheme with
desirable economic properties could have a bigger impact if it is also relatively simple and
easy to understand to human beings in the current stage. For most users, they are more
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accustomed to easy pricing schemes (e.g., fixed pricing), which are easy for users to finish
cost management and planning. Though co-designing pricing with resource allocation has
great potential in improving social welfare and resource utilization. Researchers in [72] have
already argued that, in communication networks, when service costs decrease, providers
will primarily consider improving usage, which usually requires simple pricing schemes.
This motivation prevails over the need to operate a network at high utilization levels. This
may still hold true for cloud computing.

The author is not indicating that flexible pricing (e.g., auction-based pricing) is useless
in real life. In fact, we can easily find such systems in ride-sharing, ad selling for search
engines, and even cloud computing (Amazon AWS). However, it may not be reasonable
to assume that such a dynamic pricing scheme will replace the static ones. Rather, the
author believes that novel pricing schemes like these would serve as the complement to the
mainstream pricing schemes. Even further, with the decreasing barriers in signalling for
users due to the increasing advances in communication techniques. Providers can access
real, accurate feedback from users so that their preference can be revealed like in Uber case.
With the advances in machine learning techniques, the software agent that automate this
complex bidding or bargaining process may further make these complicated, yet effective,
pricing schemes more prevalent.

Need for fairness Though auction demonstrates its great capability in efficiently allo-
cating resources and determining the price. There is a concern that the allocation outcome
determined by this utilitarian approach resulting in a large difference in pay-off among
agents. If considering the repetition of auctions, when a subgroup of users keeps experienc-
ing failure in each round, namely, starvation for some players, it may further affect their
motivation in joining the further auction, which may degenerate the competitiveness of the
environment. Therefore, fairness (envy-free) starts to attract researchers’ attention even
from an auction approach perspective.

For future work, the evolve of the cloud services and the form of the multimedia services
all generate new opportunities and problems that calls for attention.

Practical cloud-edge systems for low-latency services The emerging interaction-
rich or mission-critical applications, including AR, autonomous driving, etc., all require
low-latency support from the computing and networking infrastructure. This direction could
further be divided into two dimensions: cloud-side optimization and cloud-edge collabora-
tion. In the first one, cloud itself is evolving from lower-level Infrastructure-as-a-service (e.g.,
virtual machines) to higher-level function-level services (e.g., serverless computing). Server-
less computing is expected to dominant cloud computing services due to its better auto-
scaling, platform flexibility, and fine-grained pricing schemes. The application of serverless
computing to the emerging low-latency applications, like live video analytics services still
needs further studying. One of the key challenges is that cloud providers provide serverless
computing at a higher abstraction level, which makes performance modeling and prediction
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more difficult. This further hinders the performance improvement for serverless computing
to support low-latency services. In the second dimension, edge computing has been widely
recognized as a promising solution to offer low-latency services. However, considering the
limited computation capacity and the uncertain network environment, how to provide sta-
ble, efficient computing services to those computation-hungry, low-latency applications also
needs further studying.

Data-driven mechanism design The convenient of signalling users’ preference makes
it convenient for researchers to collect users’ preference. Based on data collected, it is pos-
sible for researchers to incorporate data driven stochastic model into their mechanism, and
design Bayesian based mechanism where approximate truthfulness can be guaranteed. Fur-
thermore, emerging applications present new requirement for resource provisioning. Among
these, the temporal requirement is the most critical one [56]. How to design mechanisms to
guarantee these new requirements is also interesting and challenging. Combinatorial auction
in the context of cloud computing is still an open challenge. Besides, apart from auctions,
more user-friendly mechanisms are still needed to offer high quality service. Recent works
in auction incorporate the idea of learning approach to predict user’s hidden valuation.
Nazerzadeh et.al in [26] utilize machine learning to derive the whole valuation space. Com-
binatorial mechanisms are further adapted to guarantee efficiency. The profit maximization
problem is modelled as a multi-armed bandits problem in [69]. Deng et.al in [37] discuss
the trade-off between exploitation and exploration when learning to achieve revenue maxi-
mization.

System and networking for machine-centric video applications As machines
now has the capability to process the data and make decisions on their own, previous
protocols that target at improving the quality of service for human users cannot perfectly
serve the requirements from these machine-centric systems anymore. For example, previous
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) protocol aims at providing smooth video
playback at the client side via adaptively streaming video chunks with maximum allowable
bitrate under the constraint of varying network conditions. For live video analytics systems
deployed in smart city scenario, the ultimate goal is to answer content-based queries (e.g.,
searching for a target for Amber Alert) with high accuracy, low cost, and low latency.
Transmitting a video chunk from a camera with the maximum allowable bitrate may not
be necessary if this video chunk is similar with previously transmitted video chunks from
the same camera or similar chunks from other cameras in the proximity. This decision
could reduce workloads, save more cost and reduce latency, without introducing too much
accuracy loss. Therefore, algorithms and protocols need to be tailored further to serve the
coming machine-centric intelligent system.
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Appendix A

Proof

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We present a polynomial-time reduction from the multidimensional 0-1 Knapsack Problem,
an NP-hard problem [58]. The multidimensional Knapsack problem is defined as:

max
∑
i

xici s.t.
∑
i

ai,jxi ≤ bj , ∀j; xi ∈ {0, 1}. (A.1)

Consider a special case of our problem. When we have only one instance and this instance
stays in the market long enough to satisfy all time requirements, our problem becomes:

max
∑
i

xivi s.t.
∑
i

dixi ≤ Cj , ∀j; xi ∈ {0, 1}. (A.2)

Therefore, if there exists an algorithm that can solve our problem optimally and efficiently,
we can also solve this Knapsack problem in the same way, which is, however, NP-hard.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 2

The unit price for bid i only depends on the past demand usage, and independent of current
bid value itself. These are all generalized necessary conditions to ensure truthfulness [71].
Besides that, upon receiving each request, our selection process always maximize the utility
for each bidder and accepts this bid if its utility is greater than zero as can be seen in
our dual subproblem. Therefore, our mechanism falls into the family of sequential posted
price mechanisms, where the auctioneer posts the price to a bidder and bidder responds
accordingly to maximize its utility. Under such take-it-or-leave-it pricing scheme, a bidder
can not improve its utility further after our generated maximized utility option by untruthful
bidding [30]. Specifically, if the bidding price is higher than its true valuation, this bidder
may receive a negative utility, which prohibits it from doing it. If the bidding price is lower
than the true valuation, it may not pass the threshold, leading to possible failure in auction.
Therefore, bidders have no incentive to misreport its bid value. Our mechanism in turn is
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truthful. As for individual rationality, because we let xi,j = 1 only if the utility for each
bidder is non-negative, our pricing scheme thus naturally guarantees individual rationality.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 3

In the static supply scenario, our studied problem is a multiple multi-dimensional knapsack
problem, where instances are the knapsacks. Given an input sequence η, we have our algo-
rithm (OA) terminate filling Z1,Z2,Z3, ...Zm percent of M instances, respectively. Notice
that each Zi(i ∈M) is comprised of {Zri , r ∈ R}. We denote S be the set of requests picked
by the algorithm, this corresponds to S1, S2...Sn for each instance respectively. Similarly, we
use S∗ denote the request set selected by the optimum. Let W r

i =
∑
j∈Si∩S∗ d

r
j be the com-

mon weight (resource demand) of requests j in type r in instance i, and Pi =
∑
j∈Si∩S∗ vj

be the common value of requests in instance i. According to our algorithm, if a request j is
not admitted, then its value is less than

∑
r λ(zri )drj ≤

∑
r λ(Zri )drj , for all i. We further let

v(Si\S∗i ) =
∑
j∈(Si\S∗i ) vj in instance i.

Due to the monotonicity of function λ, we have

OPT (η)
OA(η) ≤

∑
i(Pi +

∑
r λ(Zri )(Cri −W r

i ))∑
i(Pi + v(S\S∗)) (A.3)

Since we have for all i, Pi ≥
∑
r

∑
j∈S∩S? λ(zri,j)drj . We thus have

OPT (η)
OA(η) ≤

∑
i

(
∑
r

∑
j∈S∩S?

λ(zri,j)drj +
∑
r λ(Zri )(Cri −W r

i ))∑
i

(
∑
r

∑
j∈S∩S?

λ(zri,j)drj + v(S\S∗)) (A.4)

The formular on the right hand side (RHS) is less than and equal to
∑

i

∑
r
λ(Zri )Cri∑

i

∑
r

∑
j∈Si

λ(zri )drj
.

Each item in the denominator
∑
j∈Si

λ(zri,j)
drj
Cri
≈ λ(zri,j)4zrj = λ(Zri )

ln(Ur/Lr)+1 via an integration.

Therefore, we have the RHS in (A.4) less than and equal to ln(U/L) + 1, where U =
maxUr,∀r ∈ R. That completes our proof.

A.4 Proof of Theorem 4

Our studied MMKP problem is a generalization of online knapsack problem. Chakrabarty
in [36] et al. already prove that the lower bound of any deterministic online algorithm for
online knapsack problem is at least ln(U/L)+1 based on Yao’s minimax principle. If we have
a online algorithm that can achieves a competitive ratio smaller than ln(U/L) + 1 for our
studied problem, we can also achieve the same lower bound for the online knapsack problem.
By contradiction, we know that ln(U/L) + 1 is also the lower bound for our studied MMKP
problem. Thus the competitive ratio of our online algorithm is tight. That completes the
proof.
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A.5 Proof of Theorem 5

We prove this negative result by examining all possible decisions a deterministic mechanism
can take towards the adversary cases when two sides of our markets all online. Given an
arriving instance and an arriving request, if the capacity of this instance is allowed to take
the request, any deterministic mechanisms have to decide if this request is allocated to the
instance or not, a binary decision without probability. If the mechanism allocates this request
to the instance, it could happen that the next arriving request with U/L times more value
is rejected since no more instances arrive and capacity is not big enough to accommodate
one more request. Similarly, if the mechanism decides not to allocate this request to the
instance, it could happen that the first arriving request has the largest valuation (U/L times
more) than the rest following requests, and no more instances arrive further. Therefore, any
deterministic mechanism cannot handle these two adversarial situations simultaneously.
This completes the proof. Randomized mechanisms or mechanisms with extra knowledge
in supply/demand distributions may help further improve the situation. We plan to study
these two directions in our future work.
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